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INTRODUCTION
It was a chance line in Arthur Hobson Quinn’s book on
erican Fiction that directed my attention to this particular
topic: Revolt from the Village in Contemporary American Fictionj
“Many novelists”, says Quinn, "had written about the Main Streei
of a small town {before LewiJ**' ^
I had not known that. Main Street had been a delightful
assignment in a literature course, a source of chuckling amuse-
ment in its attack upon the"small-town mind." The possibility
that earlier attacks existed before Sinclair Lewis* masterpiece
had in no way occurred to me, and the hint contained in this
line by Mr. Quinn intrigued me.
Whatever reaction this thesis may have upon the reader, it
has, at least, partly satisfied my curiosity in regard to the
history of the small town under fire. I have traced as thor-
oughly as time has allowed the course of the "Revolt", as it
smouldered in the poem, "The Village", in the eighteenth cent-
ury, and ran along an almost century-and-a-half long fuse into
terrific explosion in 1920.
Nor has the Revolt been only a literary one. In fact, our
knowledge of the actual sociological counterpart to this fict-
ional one is generally first heard of. The town grew too small
for millions of people at the end of the nineteenth century and
1. P. 661
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during the first two decades of the twentieth. The more ven-
|
I
turesome element of the farming population moved to the indust-
I
) rlalized areas in surges. Some of the revolters knew what they-
'l
il
were after, could see the deficiencies of the small town; most I
them, however, were simply carried away by the city-ward tide
I
It has not been this sociological rebellion that I am con-||
I
cerned with here, except as it has lent credence and dignity,
|
perhaps, and background to the mythical “Revolt from the Vll-
j
lage” movement in literature. I
Some of the questions I have tried to answer are: Was the
revolt justified? Did it accomplish what it set out to do?
What has been its effect on our literature? Why did the great
detonation come with Main Street in 1920, in spite of the fact
that "many novelists had [previous!^ written about the Main
Street of a small town”?
It is easy, I realize, for some of us to become over-
enthusiastic about Sinclair Lewis. Frankly, I like the man as
a writer and an agitator like him in spite of the criticism
to which he has been subjected by people whose opinions I
respect. I imagine I should find him unbearable to live with,
but, as far as I am concerned, that has nothing to do with my
attitude toward him as a literary man. In this thesis I do not
^
intend to say a great deal about him. If I do, I shall have
betrayed my intention; if I do not, it is not at all because I
renege on my estimation of him. Ordinarily, any history or
commentary on the period with which I am dealing would, to keep
1«
V
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Vi.
I
the various authors to their proportionate space, allot to Mr. i
Lewis a lion’s share of the scrutiny. Here, however, we shall
proceed on the assumption that Mr. Lewis is already well-enough!
known to bear briefer mention, so that more attention may be
devoted to his less-publicized predecessors; Edgar Lee Masters,
Zona Gale, Sherwood Anderson, and E. W. Kowe.
The spotlight, then, will be on the beginnings and on the
anti-climax of the revolt, rather than on the generally acceptei.
’’star” of the cast; and when we do come to speak of Mr. Lewis,
we shall try to remember to use our head, and not lose it.
.'tU. tolls oSsnoL’fn.o' o^q ‘sisrfJ OJ" B^ioiitus ^uolnsv exl^^
IXerfa ,'S3ve^cr[ , -leH adi 'to ensdPi e’aotl s sl.v9j
d^uon&~XIS'^ ^Jbjsd'jfs at =itwoJ JsdJ' rjol jq^suass '.dt no 5’??oo'i<5




sej TJEShS ie'toacoosbe'aq JbosIolXduq-eaoI sin oJ boScvot
«9woH .a i)n£ <nos^abaA boowisdS ,ale0 sno-:^
eiiJ no tas a,^rT trrfllgsd end no ed lllvj ^nedd ,dd:^IlJoqa sriT
bQdqffOOS ’cXIs'tanes srii ao nRdd teiiiBT .^love-r ar^.t 'tc xxsrrtlc -iXnfi
lo ifsaqa od emoo ob 9w nari?? Jbas j.tsjso arit 'to
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In order to understand properly The Revolt from the Villagej,
I
it is necessary first to look at the tradition that had long
j
1 i|
I been established by those writers who chose for their scene the Ij
il








! "enshrined in the popular fancy as the last home of virtue and
j
j
freedom." Oliver Goldsmith’s "Deserted Village" (1770) had
|
j




There was no cause for restraint in praising the village, ac-
I
I
cording to Goldsmith’s poem, and no reason to think of oneself
1
I if one were a small-towner other than with the utmost com-
i
placency. Others of Goldsmith’s fellow-countrymen especially
Mary Russell Mitford with her benevolent Our Village (1812) and
Mrs. Gaskell with Cranford (1853) helped to further establish
this tradition.
In America, readers grew misty-eyed when they read of "the
ol’ home town" in Washington Irving’s Sketchbook (1819); of the
kindly folk in Sarah Orne Jewett's New England stories; of the
community in Booth Tarkington’s Gentleman from Indiana (1899)
that was like one big, happy, public-spirited family of "beauti-
ful people"; of Margaret Deland’s Old Chester folk; and of Zona
Gale’s Friendship Village which was a haven of rest for the
weary, a place where the inhabitants were always baking cookies.
1. Hartwick, Harry, Foreground of American Fiction, p.256
i V i nfto * - 1 i .-vjS OlL7
, fSiilX mO'i*> ilov'w)! sfiT "^.C'lpqo'iq bciBJa*iebrw oJ 'leb^ro nl
g/iol fceri JBriJ nc.K^ibB'j* sdJ .?J3 5looX oi
efU ©nsog 'ic'l e»orlo od^ aaorf.^ iiidfr-j’sd n^i^d





f jsiX'iorn9i!!iT’X smlX mo'll. I'Sii nwo:f XliSJna odT
1
bns sj/X'fiv to enorl Xajsl odi ye T«/i?qoq srlJ n:Jt
fcsri (OK*?!) ’’ c ‘...^.rXXV beX'ieseC” a\iJiJiatIcS isvilO ^ ' oied't'i
..bntm Bid Ovt KfijiJilliv XJe tsslIodirYa vte*iX o^^elXlv e 5dY*'^'*w'^oq
.o^isrxiv exlvt sniaXe'iq ni faSB‘jd3f)'r 'lol eaiBr on aM<v e^iedT
llBPiriiw lo 'iiildJ oJ noBBO'i Oil tfxB tm&oq R ’riilsfat io€ cj gn tfc'TOo
.
-oioc X'.oinXi; ari.f riiXw njariX nsdJo nenwo^-IljaiGR e o-j ja :>no t
yfXsIoaqHR rte ix'idauoo-^ollfi'i a MXicia tiXoD lo b’:odlO .yc-n^^oeXq
bna (SI3X} ayj&XlJrV mO .tnslovorrecf oeii :l.ti'«i b’to'tXi^ XiongijK
rlQtlcfeJae oi L'oqXsri (558X) t?"io'?f > g"iO :iJI* XX'3:fH><- r . a.'iil
:! ,noi t It.'i'-iX
9:U’' “To been nodw beya-YXslrn ,‘?ol'T3£nA nl
9rii to j(9X3I> >{ooXrio^^3;lS nri.vi-iflRfllf nl ’‘av?cJ of*orf *Io
Ovlo lo i^:;ei‘ioi3 hnel^S jt©H R'X.t«wol omO ni >(Xot
' (8CCX) EL[S,tbal atonl neffleilnoO g *nc Janl-rfnjBT .dXocl^ nl yi Inw'aMnoo
-!Xufi 9 a'” lo yXlnnl bsi inlqa-c iXooq ,yqqs;l ^gicT mo ;.';iX dkdd
BnoL lo bne ;5fXol nsta^riO bXO ;*’eXqooq Xiit
ori^ net ^801 to nevfiri s saw rloiiXw ®s.eXXlV qlffabnsi'T^ a’oIsD
,ael 3loco




ollr:!'^ nac l nsjsA lo bnuonaono'? » vTxaH « 1 :% in«x4 . X
I doing "good works”, giving parties for one another, and repeat-
l
i ing ”Land sakes alive 1" Meredith Nicholson's Hoosler Chronicle '
I ‘I
j
(1912) would seem to he almost the ”pay-off” when he pictures a,
small town in which "lots of human kindness” is flowing around;
I
hut we must not overlook the fact that such highly respected
j
I
literary figures as Henry James and William Dean Howells gave
I I
their sanction to such daguerreotypy
. !
I
' Less sentimental about the village were such writers as
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman with her A Humhle Romance and Other
Stories (1887) and A New England Nun and Other Stories (1891);
Alice Brown, with Tiverton Tales (1899); and Jack London with
his more virile stories. London was the last of the tradition-
alists to resist with any effectiveness the New Era that was
rudely tearing aside the village's mantle of respectahility#
”Wlth his passing,” says Calverton, ”the frontier force expended
the last trace of its literary energy.” ^ London, at least, had
supplied real adventure to a generation that had secured theirs
vicariously.
When London's literary energy expired, the ”White-Tarklng-
ton doctrine” of the ”heautiful people” and ”folksy village” waa
laid hare before the devastating attack of the New Intellectuals
and the proponents of satire and despair. ”Such vapid stuff as
2Thomas Bailey Aldrich's 'Marjorie Daw'” was scheduled for
brutal cudgelling.
1. Liberation of American Literature
, p. 360.
2. Lewisohn, L., Expression in America
, p. 85.
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3Early Signs of Revolt
Although the writers mentioned as upholding the small-town
tradition were so convincing that their picture of the small
town was the generally accepted one, there were at the same time
several protesting voices, even as far back as Goldsmith’s time*
A fellow-countryman of the kindly ’’Doctor”, George Crabbe saw
that at least not every village was as sweet and restful as was
generally believed. In his poem, ’’The Village" (1783), he "be-
trayed the small town as a menagerie of ignoble creatures who
I
1
bear malice, hate liberalism, thrive upon ugliness, and lack th«
H 1 i
rustic ideals usually attributed them by bards. A few lines
|
:i
from the poem will speak for the author himself; '
(
I grant indeed that fields and flocks have charms
For him that grazes or for him that farms;
But when amid such pleasing scenes I trace
The poor laborious natives of the place.
And see the midday sun, with fervid ray.
On their bare heads and dewy temples play;
While some, with feebler heads and fainter hearts,
Deplore their fortune yet sustain their parts.
Then shall I dare these real ills to hide
In tinsel trappings of poetic pride?
No; cast by fortune on a frowning coast
Which neither groves nor happy valleys boast.
Where other cares than those the Muse relates.
And other shepherds dwell with other mates:
By such examples taught, I paint the cot
As Truth will paint it, and as bards will not.
Crabbers discerning eye then picks out desolation and pov-
erty in ruined sheds, ragged infants, and the "sad tenant" weep-
ing from door to door, begging "a poor protection from the poor.
Ti Hartwick. Foreground of American Fiction , p* 257.
?, M Tn KnflllBh Ppftew and Pnwtpy , 1660-1800 * ed i bv =
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At night "vice steals the nightly rest away" from "the intoxlc-;
ated swain":
Where are the swains who, daily labour done,
With rural games play'd down the setting sun.
Who struck with matchless force the bounding ball
Or made the ponderous quoit obliquely fall;
Where now are these? Beneath yon cliff they
stand
To show the freighted pinnace where to land.
To load the ready steed with guilty haste.
To fly in terror o'er the pathless waste.
Or, when detected in their straggling course,
To foil their foes by cunning or by force,
Or, yielding part (which equal knaves demand).
To gain a lawless passport through the land*
We think of Sinclair Lewis wandering through one mediocre,
"stupid" town after another when Crabbe complains:
Here, wandering long amid these frowning fields,
I sought the simple life that Nature yields.
Rapine and Wrong and Fear usurp'd her place, etc.
In America, Mrs. Caroline Matilda Kirkland migrated to the
frontier village of Pinckney, Michigan in the early part of the
nineteenth century, and had her comfortable illusions about
pioneer life quickly shattered when she became acquainted with
it first hand. A New Home Who'll Follow? (1839) contains her
sour, yet (to us) amusing analysis of the graft, the coarseness
and the shallowness that typified borderland communities at tha
time. Forest Life (1842) struck a similar vein, but then Mrs.
Kirkland went back to New York to live, and thereafter became
much less intrepid in recording her candid, humorous impressioni
As the century wore on, and the Civil War made life starkei
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’ and more real for more people, the ranks of the insurgents werei
: I
i
strengthened by a number of competent writers, including Stepheji
I
Crane, Edward Eggleston, Henry Adams, and E. W. Howe. Crane |i
' most reflects the disillusion that followed the war with his
1
!
crackling attack on the small town in his. Willoughby Stories .
;
The Rev. Mr. Eggleston painted ”a rude idyll of Indiana village
M 1life, ... in a good deal of its ugliness and barrenness in
The Hoosier Schoolmaster (1871). Henry Adam's Democracy (1879)
classified its author among the voices of futility which were
i to be strongly influential for three or four decades to come.
Adams, in Fred L. Pattee's opinion, **might have led his age,
j
been a Moses", but chose to do nothing but "publish fictional
I
I 2
cynicism anonymously. Stuart Pratt Sherman's arraignment
calls Adams "an anachronism" who "spent a lifetime elaborating
the grand principle of the degradation of energy, to explain to
himself why the three grandsons of two Presidents of the United
States all ended miserably: one as the president of the Kansas
City stockyards; one as a member of the Massachusetts bar; whll<^
one sank to the level of professor of history at Harvard."
The younger men of this period read Adams with something of the
relish and approval that a later generation was to welcome H. L
Mencken.
1. Lewisohn, Expression in America
, p. 278.
2. Pattee, The New American Literature
, p. 457.
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Edward Howe came very close to starting the revolt proper
I
j
for which Edgar Lee Masters gets credit thirty-five years laterj
\ I In 1883 he published The Story of a Country Town , which proved
j|
i to be, as Lewisohn says, ”of capital importance for the future,
|
in that it was really the first strong note of that long and
bitter revolt from the American village, the village, "stripped
|
wholly of its pseudo-pastoral and sentimental trimmings, which
was to culminate many years later in the works of Edgar Lee
Masters and Sherwood Anderson and many minors and which had its
definite sociological background in the actual flight from the
H 1land and the huge increase in urban population.
Academically speaking, Howe should be treated later, with
1
Masters, Anderson, Gale, and Lewis. The Story is, in essence,
in its charges against the small town, a prototype of Spoon
River . Wine sburg . Birth, and Main Street ; but so small was its
I
influence, reaching only a minority, that its importance is,
after all, only academic, a sourcebook for later writers who
could popularize the same material that Howe could not.
Howe entitled the twenty-first chapter of the book, "The
Peculiarities of a Country Town." We might almost re-entitle
it: "The Readers’ Digest on Main Street," for Howe enumerates,
as Lewis tactfully does not, several of the grievances that a
^
cynical observer might note in a small town. Howe grumbles,
for example, that the small town enjoys a conviction that it is
1. Lewisohn, Expression in America
, p. 278.
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7constantly threatened either with great prosperity or great
danger. And even if either event occurs, there is no perceptib|.e
effect upon the progress of the town. It seems to live on just
the same. Yet the people make themselves miserable by predict-
ing ruin for the town unless impossible amounts of money are
given to certain enterprises; and although these amounts are
always raised, no sooner is the fund exhausted than it is nec-
essary to raise another. This omnipresent expectance of dis-
aster, Howe observes, stifles the people and keeps them from
exercising their energy.
Another defect he notes is the townspeoples ’ incapacity fof
genuine friendship. Never is a good opinion formed of a man
but someone comes along with something discreditable to say
about the man. All the townspeople hate each other secretly,
and the only real ability they have is born of this hate: they
are expert at looking up one another’s family tree and at find-
ing out all they can that is bad. Knowing each other’s origins
so well, then, they find it impossible to respect each other as
much as would be required for friendship.
Then there is the villagers' mental sterility. They have
no opinions of their own at least not in Twin Mounds, Howe’s
town, which he believes to be typical of most towns. They seem
always to get their ideas and motives from sources that are
secondary. When they go to the Big City, they try to create an
impression of savoir-faire, but only succeed in making themselvfs
ridiculous. The town lawyer, for example, had met somewhere a
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distinguished member of his profession who "shook hands (Hoi
l|
ho!) with everybody, and (Ha! ha!) patronizingly wanted to knowj
how they were getting along." The home town lawyer came home
j
I
and tried to employ the same mannerism among his townspeople
but failed pitifully because "it was not his natural way" and
"became him very poorly."
Another one, who carried on a business which
one busy day would have exhausted, had heard of
a man who achieved commercial greatness by find-
ing fault, and I never heard of anything that
suited him. This he regarded as business shrewd-
ness, and he finally became very sour in dispos-
ition because he was generally regarded as a fool
instead of a prophet.
I
Still another, "naturally full of foolish prattle," carried on
I
a bank in awful silence because he had heard that still water
1 runs deep, "though I have seen ponds of perfectly still water
which were very shallow", Howe remarks with one of his "stabs"
of criticism.
The conceit, the smugness of small-towners Howe finds un-
I
bearable, too. Most of them felt that there was nothing left
in the world worthy of their attention:
Their small business affairs, their quarrels
over the Bible, and an occasional term in the
town council, or a mention for the legislature
or a county office, satisfied them, and they
were as content as men who really amounted to
something.
1. Howe, Story of a Country Town , p. 210.
2. Ibid., p. 216.
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9The men get vicarious pleasure out of pretending to believ^i
that their associates are libertines. The ’’suspects” thereupon';
I
take ”a pride in reputation of this sort, for they never had anj-
I
other”, and although pretending to deny it, they really hope I
I
I
that people will continue to accuse them:
j
I have known citizens of this description to
stay out late at night, and take aimless rides
into the country, to create the impression that
they were having clandestine meetings with the
first ladies of the town. ^
The truth of the matter is, though, that the citizens of the
town watch each other so closely that ’’there is no opportunity
to be other than honest and circumspect in this particular**,
even if they were differently inclined. Two bona fide ”devils”
do inhabit:the town: the minister who deserts his wife even-
tually, and the town drunkard who tries to convey the impression
that all talented men (including himself) drink heavily.
These grievances which Howe lists are, to be sure, but
slightly added to in number in Main S^et and in Babbitt .
Howe’s manner of rather prosaically presenting the incidents in
journalistic chronology explains in part why Lewis, with his
epic-order arrangement far exceededfhlm in popularity. Lewis
always weaves his material into dashing, spicy narrative. The
author of Country Town seems not to be capable of a light
enough touch to do this.
1. Ibid., p. 213
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style alone, however, does not account wholly for the con-i
1
I traeting receptions that met The Story of a Country Town and I
i
Main Street . The reading public of the 1880' s was, according
to Hatcher, "unprepared for such Indictments", ^ being too com-
placent, unwilling to listen. We shall see more of this sit-
|
uatlon when we consider In the following chapter the good- |
naturedness and general prosperity that abounded In this era.
If the public wasn't ready for such Indictments, there
were, nevertheless. Individuals who welcomed the unromantlclzed
treatment Howe gave the small town. Pattee says that the book
was "so original, realistic, true to the life It depicted that
for a time there was hope that America was to have a Thomas
Hardy of her own." Pattee pronounces It "completely made
from life and not from books." Van Doren says that Howe
"made It plain enough that villages which prided themselves on
their pioneer energy might In fact be stagnant backwaters." ^
Van Doren blames the book's unpopularity on the author rather
than on the public. Howe made it "a saga, and didn't know how
to give it a sense of locality." ® Calverton is the least com-
plimentary of all the critics:
1. Hatcher, Creating the Modern American Novel , p. 112.
2* Pattee, The New American Literature, p. 234.
3. Ibid., p. 234.
4. Van Doren, The American Novel . 1789-1939, p. 294.
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He [flow^ represented the tragedy of the frontier
like one who, overwhelmed by the tragedy himself,
,
had lost the vigor to protest. All he could do
!
was to become cynical. . . .For forty-seven
I
years after The Story , he contributed little of
importance to literature.” ^
|
Yet, concedes the same critic, ”few writers . . .have
revealed as well as Howe the petty bourgeois philosophy of the
West.” He ”has stripped American individualism of its philos-
ophic pretence, its ornament of disguise, and exposed it as it
really is, a savage, cut-throat philosophy of men and women who
have never learned to dream. The Story is one of the most
realistic and revealing of western novels, but Howe was not a
H 2literary force.
Mark Twain in a personal letter to Howe said: ”Your pic-
ture of the arid village life is vivid, and what is more, true.
H 3
I know, for I have seen and lived it all.
Not only does Howe represent the first big moment in the
Revolt, but he joins with Henry Adams and Edward Eggleston to
make the date of his Country Town significant for all American
literature as well. Lewisohn says:
The germs of our period of national expression
are to be found in those few writers like Edward
Eggleston and E. W. Howe who, whether consenting
to it or resisting it, made the collective life of
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American people the substance of serious liter-
ature. . . .It Is from the treatment of this




**In substance," says Lewisohn, "Howe left little for his I
j
successors to glean. In his book are all the dullness and de-
j
I
presslon, the lightlessness and joylessness of the neo-Puritan
village of the plains, all the concentrated ugliness of that
type of manners and religion and human relationship from which
|
the reaction in both American life and American letters has
been so violent as to swing, as we shall see later, to opposite
extremes: to the denial of all values, not merely of these; to
the very curbing and fear of creative forces; to a sterility of
the essential will in both the practical. and the creative life!
But it is too bad, is Lewisohn' s criticism paraphrased, that
Howe had to be not only bitter, "but weary" in his portrayal.
Nevertheless, the right of Howe to a place of germinal
importance in the beginnings of our modern literary thought
seems to be fairly secure. He, with Eggleston and Adams,
"broke the ground, . . .pointed to the future and displayed in
yet feeble fashion the marks that were to belong to the period
H 3
of national expression.
Usually thought of, perhaps, as a defender of small-town
1. Lewisohn, Expression in America , p. 276.
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ways, rather than as a critic of them, is the boys’ favorite
story-teller, Mark Twain. Mark did a lot of vituperating, how-
ever, as have seen in Mr. De Veto’s latest volume, Mark Twain
in Eruption , and some of his attack was directed against the
small town. One story in particular emphasizes this character-
istic: "The Man Who Corrupted Hadleyburg. ” In this story Twain
hints that villages which were too complacent about their hon-
esty might have become hospitable soil for meanness and false-
hood, merely waiting for the proper seed.
Briefly, ”The Man Who Corrupted Hadleyburg” shows the fate
that must inevitably befall any self-styled "incorruptible”
town. Hadleyburg is Twin Mounds ^ looked at with a satire that
is tinged with a sympathetic humor. The Hadleyburgers go
around slapping themselves on the back for their purity. As is
true in such cases, however, beneath the surface is a state of
moral health far from what the citizens believe it to be. One
of the characters naively betrays to us something of the town’s
true nature when she says: "For six months now, the village has
been its own proper self once more honest, narrow, self-
righteous, and stingy.” Temptation is thrown in the town’s
pathway in the form of a bag of gold. The intended recipient
of this fortune is he who once lent a badly needed sum of money
to a desperate man, who now, "gratefully" wishes to pay it back
The true owner, in order to claim the bag of gold, has only to
1. The town in Howe’s Story of a Country Town .
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write on a slip of paper what it was he said at the time he'len'
the money; and hand the slip of paper to the local minister who
is to read out the name in front of the town hall.
The stranger who leaves this gold with one of the towns-
people and reveals to him these instructions, is in reality a
diabolical schemer who has at one time been wronged by the town
He is determined to wreak an unusual vengeance: to show the
town what it*s "solid citizens" are really like. Having depos-
ited the temptation at one doorstep, so to speak, he hurries
around to others and drops hints to each of some twenty house-
holds that it may claim the gold if someone in the family will
accept as genuine the message which he, the stranger, purport-
edly received first hand from the grateful debtor* All of the
twenty "first" families succumb to the lure of wealth. Their
actual, selfish, despicable natures are brought to the fore.
One of the "incorruptible" inhabitants confesses to her husband
what nineteen other wives might have confessed to their hus-
bands ;
"Honesty that is shielded is as weak as water
when temptation comes." l^he goes on to say that
she knows hers to be ai^ "artificial honesty. God
knows I never had shade nor shadow of a doubt of
my petrified and indestructible honesty until now.
And now, under the very big and real temptation, I
believe that this town’s honesty is as rotten as
mine is. . . .It is a mean town, a hard, stingy
town, hasn’t a virtue in the world but this honesty
that it is so celebrated for and so conceited
about, and . . .1 do believe that if ever the day
comes when its honesty falls under great temptation,
its grand reputation will go to ruin like a house
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”The weakest of all weak things”, says the author later in
the story, ”is a virtue which has not been tested in the fire.”
When Hadleyburg*s virtue is tested, the town does indeed tem-
porarily ”go to ruin like a house of cards.” The minister
reads off the names of some fifteen prominent citizens who
falsely claim the gold, which citation causes no little shame
among the guilty. They are "shown up” for what they truthfully
are: not at all incorruptible, but subject to the lusts and
unscrupulousness to which any one of us might fall victim if
tested severely enough. Purged of its satisfied, self-right-
eousness forever more, Hadleyburg changes its motto from "Lead
us not into temptation” to "Lead us into temptation."
I have quoted this story by Mark Twain to considerable
length not because I ’feel it is of proportionate importance to
the phase of American literature which we are considering, but
because it follows pretty much the pattern of attack that pre-
vious and following assailants of the village employed. It





Winesburg . and Main Street . The purpose
of each is to show that the village was not, as tradition had
it, ”a sacred little world, set apart from outside contaminat-
II 2ion, . . .a cherished symbol of comfort and innocence,"
1. The 1900 edition by Harper * Bros., p. 26.
2. Wann, Louis, "’The Revolt from the Village' in
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Other significant forerunners of the Revolt there were:
Stephen Crane scourged the small town in his Willoughby Stories
using that realism that is so sharp in him, realism embittered
in the disillusionment that followed the Civil War; Harold Pred|
eric published in 1896 The Damnation of Theron Ware , a study of
”a mean, self-complacent, juiceless, secretive New England vil-
lage" ^ for its day, "a daring criticism of an American Prot-
2
estant denomination." Frederic, says Hatcher, was "inspired
by the new realism and critical spirit", and to Hatcher, The
Damnation is "a novel of continuing significance . . .in its
indictment of the dull and lifeless existence of a mean New
England village." ^ To Lewisohn, it is a"still agreeable Meth-
4
odist novel."
William Allen White and Hamlin Garland could once be reliea
upon to paint pretty starkly the ugly side of town life. For
this feature, Lewisohn calls White's In Our Town , "excellent";
and Garland's Main-Travelled Roads merits similar praise.




and were supplanted in the ranks by such men
as Clarence Darrow with his Farmington (1904) and by Edgar Lee
1. Hartwick, Foreground, of American Fiction , p. 258.
2. Pattee, The New American Literature
, p. 217.
3. Hatcher, Creating the Modern American Novel
, pp. 12-i;i.
4. Lewisohn, Expression in America , p. 330.
5. Ibid., p. 317.
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Masters about whom we shall see more soon. Darrow hinted
his book that there is "as much restless longing as simple












twentieth century to strike sparks of incipient revolt. These '
I
I




The close of the century preceding, according to Hatcher,
|
I brought us to ”one of those moments familiar in the history of I
literature when vitalizing 'revolt' must arise from somewhere;
H 2
... in our time, it happdned-:ito be realism. From this
realism, ”in a single generation, a respectable body of Amer-
ican fiction was created.” And after 1915, says Hatcher, it
was "impossible for any serious author to remain unaffected by
3
the discipline of realism.”
It was at the close of the nineteenth and the beginning of
the twentieth that young college men and women fled their west-
ern village homes ”for the absolution of hall bedroom and a
stool in the Village Cafe.” At its heat, this escape betrayed
a genuine unrest and a search for wider freedom than the re-
1. Van Doren, Carl, The American Novel (1789-1939), p.295.
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straining, "stultifying** atmosphere of pre-War American life
permitted. It was due, a great deal of it, says Hatcher, to
"excess of youthful spirits in an excited and excitable age."
Van Doren, too, sees that this revolt was only part of a much
deeper alteration in the American way of life, for he says:
The change in attitude toward the village was
only one symptom of the general change going on
in fiction, and the change in fiction was only
one aspect of a wide-ranging shift in accepted
values. The simple provincialism of the older
America no longer met the needs of the Younger
Generation, which had come to think of the count-
ry as dusty and dull
.
[Underlining my own—-^sig-
nifleant as being Lewi^ main charge against the
village^ They attacked fundamentalism in relig-
ion, capitalism in industry, commercialism in
education, science and the arts, chauvinism in
international affairs, and ireactionism in public
opinion at large.
Wann says that it was a revolt from "mediocrity, narrow
Puritanism, Philistinism, and dullness", a revolt not con-
fined, incidentally, to the Middle West, nor only to the small
townt "The Middle-Western village was merely the symbol of Am-
erican provincialism wherever found, whether in Gopher Prairie
or Chicago." ^ We shall see that provincialism is as deadly
and as definitely present in a metropolis as in a village, when
we come to a discussion of Babbitt .
The passing of the border is seen as important by Pattee,
1. Ibid., p. 77.
2. Van Doren, The American Novel (1789-1959)
.
p. 299.
3. "*The Revolt from the Village* in American Fiction."
4. Ibid.
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I
the passing of the border coupled with "voicings of revolution :
j
i
i from new lands.** In the last decade of the 1800* s America was
I
I
I **all in a moment forced out of the localized provincialism that I
I
j I
had been so dominating a characteristic of the mid-century; .
.
j
• out of the narrow nationalism that had come as a result of th^
'j
I
Civil War. ... It was now entering a totally new era of in-
j:
I









I Immigration from central Europe was a potent ingredient Ini
I
the making of the **new'* literature. These immigrants, with
fervent blessings on their lips for their adopted land and
fearful curses for their native one, surged for the most part
into our cities. Here they were quickly employed because of th<
low wages at which they could be hired; though, of course, thest'
wages seemed fabulous to them.
The presence of these new peoples gradually grew obnoxious
to the established citizenry who became first disgusted, and
then discouraged when they saw the temperature of city morals
tumbling, and the demand for high-priced labor lessening. as
cheap labor became more and more plentiful. The old inhabit-
ants saw a few employers growing wealthy, while the masses were
content with their weekly pittance an enigma that apparently
defied solution. Not educated to our freedom, and bringing
with them a culture radically differing from ours, the immig-
rants didn*t know, couldn*
t
know, that they were widening the
1. The Wew American Literature, p. 1
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i
gap between employer and employee didn't know, in short, that
they represented cheap labor!
To the open fields then moved the, deposed citizenry, hop-
ing to re-establish somehow in some new location the old code
of decency. They were not prosperous, generally, and fell prey
in many instances to the poverty and degradation so vividly por
trayed by Steinbeck in The Grapes of Wrath .
It is significant, then, that the revolt from the village
in literature came from writers who were born in the middle
West and who saw the ill effects. all around them of a culture
that had been transplanted, and which did not adapt itself to
the rigors of the soil. The revolt came, says Wann, "not from
foreigners, but from American-born, actual inhabitants of the
villages of the Middle West who knew, therefore, what they were
M 1
writing about. And as the upholders of the romanticized
tradition of the village were also American-born, the revolt
was essentially a fight between two classes of Americans-—with
the "greater preponderance of talent lying with the rebels." ^
The reading public was not conscious of the change that waij
coming over our literary life. It was slow to recognize and
assist the new writers who were questioning the intrenched way
of life. "The development from sectional, realism to naturalism]
says Lewisohn, "was halted for sundry years toward the end of
the nineteenth century by a pseudo-romantic reaction, and . . •
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this reaction made art and life brutally hard for the forerun- I
ners of the period of national expression who were living and 1
working in obscurity and often in want during these very
|
1 1
years." Hamlin Garland came to Boston and lived on forty ji
|l
II
cents a day while reading John Piske, Spencer Taine, and Walt
,j




The greatest psychological force behind the revolt was
j
Sigmund Freud. This Austrian psychoanalyst was upsetting the
j
world with his novel explanation of human behavior in terms of I
dreams and subconsciousness. According to Van Wyck Brooks,
j
Freud "found incest in filial affection, guilt in generosity,
Q
malice in the tender feelings, and hatred in love." His
studies were "not on what the mind knows about itself, but on
what it does not know, or, at least, does not know it knows."
By the process that Freud set up, the unconscious became the
key to the conscious. "To understand what is going on in the
attic [min^, we have only to call up a few interesting apparit-
ions from the depths of the cellar {emotionj. " Freud claimed
that we all have in us "libido", or sexual hunger; "complexes",
or those "ideas" which are the result of strong emotions. The
libido and the complexes are repressed as much as possible, and
yet obviously Influence our conduct. In addition to these are
1. Lewisohn, Expression in America , p. 295.
2. New England; Indian Summer , p. 502.
3. McCole, C. J., Lucifer at Large , p. 105
4. Ibid., p. 105.
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which are arrested sub-conscious tendencies.
The fallacy in Freud lies in the undue amount of emphasis
;j
he places on the emotional life. "To Freud, the subliminal
|
II
life of man is . . . his deepest part; he explores it exhaust-
j!
ively to account for most of the ideas which somehow find their]
• M 1
'
way into . . . man s brain.
For a reason that has never been fully understood, Freud-
ianism managed to secure a crushing grip on the new fiction of
the twentieth century, especially on that fiction which chose
the Village as its subject. In the Middle West, novelists
found rich fields of tabloidal appeal in the plight of poverty-
stricken farmers. Writers took to analyzing in minute detail
the psychological as well as the physical workings of depraved
minds and bodies. "No future study of village life could ever
be quite the same because of Freud", observes Hatcher. "His
shadowy form lay across Spoon River Anthology and Winesburg .
2
Ohio . " and "dominated American literature for exactly two
» 3decades.
These psychological changes and the social changes which
we discussed just prior to them, were for a long time limited
to certain advanced groups in metropolitan centers. Here the
women cultivated Freud, talked sex, "avoided frustrations and
inhibitions"; bobbed their hair, shortened their skirts, painted
1. Ibid., p. 105.
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their lips, went in boldly for cigarettes, cocktails, culture,
j|
and D. H. Lawrence.
j
But in the thousands of small towns stretching across the
|
country, certain of our writers ’’found that the culture of the
||
citizens continued untouched or degenerated under the irresist-||
ible destructive power of the great American passion for smug-
j
ness, fixity, and standardization. They saw only empty-headed
business men and their ingrown village wives, bolstering their
ego by shouting for booster! sm and hounding down their betters
who disagreed, joining lodges and making money and stoning Soc-
ialists and conforming to the vulgar pattern they thought their
neighbors demanded of them, swelling with pride over winning th<
War and imprisoning Debs and deporting radicals and being on
top of the world in the greatest country in the greatest univ-
erse in space.” ”What a moment it was for satire! For satire
is as inevitable as it is necessary in an age of rapid change
when the concepts of culture and moral codes in the advanced
group outrun the convention-bound minds of those from whom the
vanguard has escaped.” ^ The contrast between the ”vanguard”
and the ” convention-bound minds” could be isolated to best ad-
vantage in the small town.
The New Criticism
The critics were not far behind the novelists in welcoming
the ”new” fiction. William Dean Howells flourished only a
1 .1. Hatcher, Creating the -Modern American Novel , pp. 1101]
t
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vitriolic writers from the West, Dreiser, Twain, and Howe, to '
mention only three, stamps him as a fores ighted and open-minded"
i
force in the movement of heightened realism. Howells conceiv- i
ably shuddered now and again at the frankness of the new real-
!j
jism, especially on matters of sex, but he refused to be Sunday-;
Schoolish about it. He saw it as a distasteful but essential
jj
part of the purgation that was necessary in American literature
J
i|
and, to those writers who could combine at least a little art-
istry with their naturalism, Howells was capable of giving full
admiration. He is said to have admired The Story of a Country
Town for its "apparently unconscious freshness." To it and to
all the "brave new novels" coming out of the West, he gave his
recognition and encouragement.
One observer of the new criticism notes that American crlt-j
ics fall into two groups: (1) those chiefly occupied in showing
how, from dubious beginnings, America has fallen into the low-
est of low estates, and how the worst in American life and art
is due to its culture and the best is "a miraculous bloom from
no known seed and with no perceivable promise"; and (2) the
critics who have been chiefly concerned with showing that there
have been some virtues in the past and that there is some hope
for the future provided the current corrupting tendencies can
be checked and overcome. At any rate, "criticism in America is
implicitly an attempt by each critic to make of America the kind
of country that he would like, which in every case is a better
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country than it is today.
j
Intent on **making America over” to their own liking was the
group of critics and essayists led by Van Wyck Brooks, Ludwig I
Lewisohn, Randolph Bourne, and H. L. Mencken. Farrington out- ,
lines the kind of America that they reacted from:
The acquisitive ideal of a machine civilization.
The great illusion of American civilization, the
illusion of optimism which is the staple of middle-
class business morale.
The sentimentalism of "comfortable literature",
the literature that evades reality and weakens the
Intellectual fibre.
The Inhibitions of a Puritanism that has lost
its sanctions.
The Whlte-Tarkington doctrine of the "beautiful
„
people" and "folksy village." ^
Brooks and Mencken have been the most important of the
critics in assisting the progress of the Revolt. Brooks'
quarrel has been chiefly with Puritanism, "not because he hates
it root and branch", but because it has been a "mixed tradition
and the negative elements in it have been at war with those pos*
M 3itive elements that are fine and high. It has not been his
purpose to shock people, as it has been Mencken's, but rather
to try and persuade them to think, to look at the Puritan trad-
itions which continue to stifle them, in a sensible, objective
1. Beach, J. W.
,
Outlook for American Prose
, pp. 19-27.
2. Farrington, Beginnings of Critical Realism in America
.
Vol. 3, p. 377.
3. Boynton, P. K., More Contemporary Americans, p. 17.
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In America’s Coming of Age (1915), Brooks analyzed the Am-
erican cultural scene, and clarified for us the central diffic-
ulty of our ”Calvlnlstlc business clvllliatlon Its Inability
to Integrate experience . • • with creative expression; Its
failure, therefore, to humanize society and to provide atmos-
phere, bindings, relations within which either life or art
H 1
could thrive or be productive.
The early criticism In American art had been feeble. With
the possible exception of Emerson’s, it had been always "remote
2
In temper and hushed in tone. Brooks called on America to
wake up, grow up to "come of age" In the matter of criticism,
and not to dodge discussion of art, letters, morals, and polit-
ics just because these subjects were too difficult or in some
way protected by a traditionally Puritan delicacy. The fore-
most answer to Brooks’ demand came in the capable, robust form
of H. L. Mencken.
Henry Louis Mencken Is regarded by Boynton as the "one
single really doughty opponent (of the "elders") that the
younger generation has produced." Certainly he "wakes up his
audiences" and sends them away finally, "all agog over his vil-
H 3lanies. A good many unpleasant epithets have been applied




1. Lewisohn, Expression in America
, p. 424.
2. Ibid., p. 417.
3. Boynton, More Contemporary Americans
, pp. 15-16.
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ore for one, and ”The Ogre of Hollins Street” for another. The;
fact remains, however, that without him, neither Dreiser nor
|
Lewis would ever have found such a ready market for their mat-
j
erial as they did find. Mencken swepttthe barriers of prissl-
ness aside, which was just what the coming novelists needed.
|
Bernard Smith believes that ”a critic makes himself immortal
when he does for a novelist what Mencken did for Dreiser”:
A critic may justly take pride in knowing that
he contributed to the success of a Main Street
and a Babbitt . . . . The fact is that Mencken's
service to American literature cannot be meas-
ured: by establishing Dreiser as a contemporary
classic he smashed whatever barriers to realism
still remained; by making Babbitt fashionable, he
sanctioned critical and satirical studies of Am-
erican manners.
Mencken's attitude, in the field of literature especially,
toward his fellow men has always lacked respect. Kis challenge
has been: ”Awake'. Arise I Or be forever fallen!" ^ and his im-
pudence is such that makes him "the only American that can
match Mr. Bernard Shaw.” ^
Even Mencken had to have the public and the time made
ready for him, and it was "Mr. Macy who had prepared the way
for American criticism, and Mr. Brooks who issued the call for
debate.” ^
1. Forces in American Criticism , p. 346.





4. Ibid., p. 30.
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To all the questions in the "debate”, Mr. Mencken knew all
the answers. He became the ranking authority on questions per-
taining to the subject of the new realism, and his decrees hit
all kinds of men:
He is the bad boy of American criticism. He
taunts, he flouts every tradition, he throws
stones at all the idols, he hisses all the her-
oes. Nothing is sacred to him; the world is full
of charlatans, says he, and he is ordained by
himself to expose them all.
Yet, his age idolized him, possibly because it suspected
that much of his hard-shelled exterior was a formal dress for
him, garb that he put on only for public occasions. He "loved
H 2
to slash and strut and thrust about the stage
,
to be the vil-
lain. He pretended detachment from the crowd. He has attacked
all things that America has held most sacred, the law, the
home, the school, the church; and always, his utterances have
had enough truth in them to make them sting. He has not offeree
solutions for the conditions that he saw all about, but has
tried by violently attacking injustice, to stimulate thinking
about justice:
He is an incipient Puritan who has felt the
call to duty and is trying his best to deny it.
He wants to be and from his own point of view
this is the meanest thing that anyone could say
about him of service to the community.
1* Boynton, The Challenge of Modern Criticism , p. 31.
2. Ibid., p. 33.
3. Ibid., p. 46
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What a man has to say is always more important to Mencken
than the manner he uses in saying it* For this reason, while
Mencken might agree with the public that Dreiser's capabilities
for literary artistry are negligible, he nevertheless brands
the readers with stupidity when they fail to recognize the
genius that he, Mencken, believes to be in Dreiser.
Mencken sides with Brooks in the battle against Puritanism
He is against it because it seems to him to have taken the joy
out of American literature* In a preface to B* W* Howe's Ven-
tures into Common Sense . Mencken expresses in some detail some
of his own theories on Puritanism*
But it is not because of his fight against any one thing
or phase of American life that Mencken is so important to the
Revolt from the Village; it is because he showed American
authors and their readers that it was - possible to overthrow
some of the old traditions that were now outworn and foolish,
that he deserves consideration to some length in any book or
article dealing with the twentieth century realism in this
country* Dreiser saw possibilities of such an awakening, but
could not sound the right cry that would awaken the sleeper.
When Mencken accomplished what Dreiser could not, the latter
was then ready to step into the market-place and enjoy a land-
office business.
The public was at last in some measure prepared for "The
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Strictly epeaking, Theodore Dreiser does not belong to The
j
I Revolt from the Village. Kis writings attack no particular i
form of community life, whether it be town, city, or nation. '
I
;
It does not seem possible, however, to omit him entirely from
I
our discussion when it is considered that he did have an import-
ant influence on the writers who do participate in the Revolt.
|
I
Dreiser was the first important disciple of Freud in this
I
country. Back of his acceptance of Freudian doctrines was a
1
deep-seated acceptance of Zola's conception of literature. The
j
two combined in Dreiser to furnish America with a naturalistic
I
I
literature that ran rampant by way of imitators of Dreiser for
i
a decade and a half, and which is still discernible.
Dreiser’s importance to the Revolt is due to the part of
I
liberator that he played in the early years of the century. It
is true that his efforts to ”crash" the Puritanical censorship
of the "nice” writers would have failed were it not for Brooks,
Mencken, and other critics; nevertheless, Dreiser did stir
young men’s thinking and- did open up new vistas of subject-
matter for fiction. Eatcher goes so far as to call Dreiser "th«
greatest single force in the rise of the American novel and by
! „
1
all odds its most important liberator.
I Dreiser’s peculiarly rugged nature is probably one of the
chief reasons why his writings have persisted-at all. His
1. Creating the Modern American Novel, p. 109
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early books were banned as regularly as they appeared, but theiij'
I
creator went on creating more like them, refused to be subdued.
j
i
As a result, Dreiser managed to survive until Mencken arrived !
I and rescued him from Imminent submersion. Sister Carrie became I
I
1
! a sensation and a pattern for succeeding new-age writers. |
Dreiser is significant because he showed that one could
j
write about anything no matter how dirty or morbid it might be
-
— could write about it and get away with it. The revolters
from the village, to be sure, did not push this license to the
extreme Dreiser did; nevertheless, they were quick to see and
utilize its value.
Edgar Lee Masters
The actual revolt began with a poet, Edgar Lee Masters,
with the publication of his Spoon River Anthology in 1915. Liki
so many writers. Masters had drawn little praise with his early
works. Then a friend, William Marion Reedy pressed upon him a
copy of The Greek Anthology . Prom this Masters got the idea
for the Spoon River Anthology .
The Spoon River Anthology was published first in “Reedy’s
Mirror" from week to week, beginning on May 29, 1914. As the
poems accummulated into volume size, it was seen that Masters
had a little community here of some two hundred men and women
who inhabit the cemetery on the hill in a mid-Western town.
These dead people speak their own epitaphs, confess shamelessly
I
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such as might have lived in Mark Twain’s Hadleyburg in its in-
j
corruptible days. Yet, here from the grave they speak frankly
|
i
and unafraid. They tell us what they really believe they were i
i
in life, regardless of what the world estimated them to be.
j
The supposed confessions contained in this volume of
focused the attention of the entire nation on ”the unbounded
greed, lust, dullness, and general unloveliness that might be
found in any American village if every individual would lay
M 1bare his own soul. Through these frank revelations, many of
them interrelated, the village of Spoon River is re-created for
us: "it lives again with all its intrigues, hypocrisies, feuds,
martyrdoms and occasional exaltations. The monotony of exist-
ence in a drab township, the defeat of ideals, the struggle
toward higher goals are synthesized in these crowded pages." ^
The confession of Harmon Whitney will serve perhaps as one
of the best examples of the indictments that these deceased
persons voiced against the village:
Out of the lights and roar of cities.
Drifting down like a spark in Spoon River,
Burnt out with the fire of drink, and
broken.
The paramour of a woman I took in self-
contempt
,
But to hide a wounded pride as well.
To be judged and loathed by a village of
little minds
I, gifted with tongues and wisdom.
Sunk here to the dust of the justice court.
1. Wann, L., "’Rev. from the Vil.’ in Am. Fiction."
2. Untermeyer, L*, Modern American Poetry , p. 163
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I, whom fortune smiled onl I in a village, !!
Spouting to gaping yokels pages of verse,
I Out of the lore of golden years, !
I Or raising a laugh with a flash of filthy wit !




To be judged by you,
The soul of me hidden from you,
With its wound gangrened
By love for a wife who made the wound,
With her cold white bosom, treasonous, pure
and hard.
Relentless to the last, when the touch of her
hand.
At any time, might have cured me of the typhus.
Caught in the jungle of life where many are
lost.
And only to think that my soul could not re-act.
Like Byron's did, in song, in something noble.
But turned on itself like a tortured snake
^
Judge me this way, 0 world
J
In just this one epitaph there is some of the repression
that Anderson felt in the small town; "the little minds" that
Zona Gale showed so well crushing Marshall Pitt; and the gaping
unappreciative "yokels" that are incapable of knowing what real
art is all about that is seen in ^in Street . There is more,
yes: ample ammunition for critical novelists. With enlargement
the confession of Harmon Whitney is a bargain volume of Wines -
burg
. Birth . Main Street , and Babbitt . Like Chapter Twenty-one
of The Story of a Country Town , it contains the first faint
rumblings of still greater repercussions that are to come.
Spoon River's frankness made many enemies, naturally, but even
more friends. Whereas the public was accustomed to more dis-
1. The Spoon River Anthology . 1931 ed., pp. 146-7
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cretion in literary exposition, it is not difficult to account 1
I 'I
j




customary reticences; but it is a significant sign of the
|
j
changing times, that so many more readers delighted in what thejj
j
considered the presentation of the "unvarnished truth". The
||
Anthology was Imitated, parodied, "and reviled as a piece of
I





Through the poem, "Petit, the Poet", Masters speaks to us
I





Seeds in a dry pod, tick, tick, tick.
Tick, tick, tick, like mites in a quarrel
Faint lambics that the full breeze wakens
But the pine tree makes a symphony thereof.
Triolets, vlllanelles, rondels, rondeaus.
Ballades by the score with the same old
thought:
The snows and the roses of yesterday are van-
ished;
And what is love but a rose that fades?
Life all around me here in the village:
Tragedy, comedy, valor, and truth.
Courage, constancy, heroism, failure
All in the loom, and, oh, what patterns'.
Woodlands, meadows, streams and rivers
Blind to all of it all my life long.
Triolets, vlllanelles, rondels, rondeaus.
Seeds in a dry pod, tick, tick, tick.
Tick, tick, tick, what little iambics, 2
While Homer and Whitman roared in the pines I
Van Doren suspects that it was the scandal and not the
1. Untermeyer, Modern American Poetry
, p. 163.
2. Spoon RiverAnt^logy . p. 89.
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poetry of Spoon River which particularly spread its fame.^ With
scandal as with other aspects of behavior in the village. Mas-
ters shows himself Impatient, indeed violent, toward all subter-
fuges. Even in these, the village of Spoon River isn't adept,
because the picture we get from the collective viewpoints in I
ll
the confessions is one of a village that is slack and shabby,
|
and in the process of inevitable decay, its population sunk in i
2greed and hypocrisy, and "worst of all complacent apathy."
!j
Spiritually, the village dwindles and rots; externally, it I




makes it overlook them, so great has the breach come to be be-
I
I
' tween its practices and its professions. Masters measures this
I




' is found in Spoon River, by the robust standards of pioneer
I
days when the village was founded when men were heroic and
rugged.
It took a little time for the revolt to pass over from
poetry to fiction, but the novelists finally took the hints put
forward in the Anthology
.
and then "the whole prairie was
ablaze. In the same year of the Spoon River Anthology , it i£
interesting to note, "the public awoke also to Edwin Arlington
j
Robinson, Theodore Dreiser, and Robert Frost" ^ all of whom
I had by now been writing for years against the general tone of
1- Contemporary American Novelists
, p. 148.
2 * Ibid., p. 150.
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smugness and prosperity, but to no avail.
^
Masters did not thereafter confine himself to the medium
j
of verse, but followed up Spoon River with at least three novels
I
that are particularly relevant to our study, in addition to a i
j
New Spoon River anthology. The last-named was published in
|
i
1924; the novels, Mitch Miller . Skeeters Kirby , and Kit O’Brien
appeared in 1920, 1923, and 1927.
In the two anthologies of Masters, the charges against the
small town are specifically and obviously set down before the
reader. But in Masters* novels, it is not so. One has to
think over what he has read in them before he realizes that
they are attacks just as the poems are. For this reason it is
almost impossible to cite a paragraph or even a few lines from
the novels that definitely assault the small town. There are
no open, frank criticisms as there are in The Story of a Count -
ry Town , where Howe turns aside from the main flow of his story
to lecture to us through one of his characters on the blemishes
that are to be found in Twin Mounds.
When Masters' novels are considered each as a whole, how-
ever, it becomes undeniably clear that Masters is carrying on
the same old battle. In the Spoon River volume, he shows a
great deal of impatience toward the "cautious subterfuges" of
the small town, and foresees its general demoralization; in the
novels, he resolves to "drive the village of literary tradition
M 1
out of fashion. The first two novels, Mitch Miller . and
1. Van Doren, C.
,
The American Novel, p. 296.
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Skeeters Kirby were, consequently, especially vehement In their




Mitch Miller introduces us at once to the ungrammatical
j
but colloquially-intentioned language that Masters intends to
employ. An example is seen at the very start:
Supposin’ you was lyin’ in a room and was
asleep, ... ^
There is much effort on the part of the author to take us
into his confidence. Skeeters Kirby , in particular, tries to
be even more conversational and autobiographical than Mitch
Miller:
That bookOiitch Miller] was not so much about
me as this book will be; . . . this book is a tel-
escope; I mean it stretches out, and the further
you draw it out, the better you see. And this
book is also about modelin’
,
or makin’ a figure
out of clay, which is me, . . . using the tele-
scope and drawln’ it out as far as I could; and
usin’ what clay I had to make a figure of myself
,
and doin’ not very well, as you’ll see.
And he does ’’draw the telescope” out further this time
about 130 pages further.
Mitch Miller describes the boyhood adventures of the title
character and the narrator, Skeeters Kirby (or Masters himself)
In it we meet the town eccentrics, chief among whom is crazy
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Doc Lyons. We meet also the same smugness in the town that
Howe told about in his book. The two boys are hard put to it ||
i|
to escape from the repression that the town threatens to im-
|
pose upon them. However, they are both Tom Sawyers in spirit,
|
and enjoy the battle immensely.
Skeeters Kirby confines itself pretty well to the life of
the title character, following him through the vicissitudes of
getting started in life, of becoming a lawyer, and of his car-
eer as a lawyer. Skeeters leaves his home town for Chicago,
where he finally lands a job with an unscrupulous law firm.
From then on, from being a ”babe-in-the-woods” who is led into
brothels without knowing even when he comes out that they are
such, Skeeters becomes a man of the world, skillfully conducting;
a couple of love affairs at the same time, and leads in general
a dissipated life. At length, he returns to the small town,
repeats a stanza of liberty-loving lines from Faust , and gets
ready to join some friends in a "bull-session” on war.
It would not be fair to say that Masters' novels are sec-
ond-rate, when they have been read for our present purpose onlyi
their relation to the Revolt from the Village phase of American
literature. Yet it is difficult to escape the impression that
Masters is not the literary artist that Zona Gale and Sinclair
Lewis inartistic as they are supposed to bel are. His
stories are interesting for their scandal, and for their out-
spokenness, and doubtless, their sincerity; but, of this group
in the actual revolt. Masters appears most to have sacrificed
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selection and literary form to unadorned realism.
!|




the revolt with heavy, cudgelling blows. Pessimism like his
|
can always deal damaging punches. Contemporaries and later ji
i!
novelists found at least something that they could use against
j
t
the town, something that would have a telling effect destruct-|
ive criticism told in Interesting narrative form. I
I
The New Spoon River (1924) shows the changes that have
come over the country since the Influences of modern, megalo-
politan communities have had full time to set to work. *
Masters has said of himself that he has written nothing
that was not true to life as he saw and lived it. There is no
reason to doubt this statement, even though we recognize the
possibility that the •'way" he "saw it" may have been distorted.
For the attempt, at least, at a picture of the small town that
the author has tried to make a truthful one, some measure of
debt is owed to Edgar Lee Masters. His Spoon River poems in
1915 supplied tremendous leverage to the revolt. They "prepared




Up to the 7i/orld War, Zona Gale had written friendly
* The New Spoon River is treated with brevity, and Kit
O'Brien hardly at all, because I was unable to get hold
of the books.
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stories about the village, as we have intimated in an early
chapter. She had begun writing as a freshman at the University
of Wisconsin, but it was not until she had written two novels
that she began to even incline toward realism. Her third novel
Friendship Village , was an idealistic treatment of and a defenc
of the small town. It constructed for the reader a community
that was supposed to represent Miss Gale's conception of small
town communities everywhere the community as an active force
for kindness and good will.
In Friendship Village and in the two books that followed
it. Friendship Village Love Stories (1909) and Neighborhood
Stories (1914), Miss Gale laid little stress upon the narrow-
ness and petty tyranny of the small town except to "use them as
M 1
enemies to be put to rout. Like the author of Main Street ,
then, the author of the Friendship Village stories was present-
ing a onesided picture of the village only in the other
direction.
'Came a revolution in Zona Gale's treatment of the small
town when she set to work on Birth which was published in 1918.
Here is a realistic picture of the small town, with special
emphasis on its cruel lack of understanding of people who are
in any way different from the stereotyped villager. It is the
history of an ill-fated man, Marshall Pitt, a derelict, who
comes to a small town, Burage, and quickly and pragmatically
marries a girl whose father's death has left a paint business
i
r
1. Quinn, A. H., American Fiction , p. 701
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on her hands that she cannot hope to operate profitably* Him-
self ignorant of the trade, Pitt nevertheless succeeds in learn-i^
I
Ing the business tolerably well. Through all his uphill strug- ji




secondly his wife's coldness to combat. The former he is able
i
to overcome temporarily: they admire his unselfish labor. But i
wife Barbara persists, like Harmon Whitney’s helpmate, to be of
|
I
. . . Cold white bosom, treasonous, pure and ^
hard, relentless to the last. . .
Even when the town is at its tolerant best toward the man
whom they never forget is a "stranger**, there remains under-
lying its civil attitude a deep-seated lack of understanding of
Pitt's noble nature. His rudeness and ignorance are the char-
acteristics that overshadow all his finer features in the eyes
of the town and of his wife. The latter is well ashamed of her
"bargain" and aspiring to "get somewhere." She gets as far as
a nearby town with an orchestra leader, who magnificently re-
fuses to have anything to do with her when he discovers that
she has a child already.
The child, Jeffrey, meanwhile has been put in the care of
some prosaic neighbors while his father, Pitt, goes to Alaska
to seek a doubtful fortune. Jeffrey's guardians, incapable of
cultivating the artistic impulse in the boy, allow him to "run
to seed." Pitt returns after a time, having failed to much
more than cover expenses in Alaska, and tries to adjust himself
again into the life of the town and of his son.
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As flashes of artistic talent reveal themselves now and
again in Jeffrey, the father is overjoyed, and tries to goad the
boy into developing further* Somehow the two souls of the men
I
are Incompatible: Pitt seems to emphasize the commercial elem-
i
ent in art, which the son cannot tolerate. He does not feel
that he can ^debase” his art by painting wall-paper borders as
his father wants him to do. After Pitt has fatally burned him-
self in what the town scornfully calls the mere "saving of a
dog", Jeffrey finally sees what it is he wants to do and what
it is he can do, and at the same time retain his integrity:
pursue his artistic education and combine it with practical,
beneficial, profitable commercialization.
Although Jeffrey comes to realize something of his father*!
worth, the town's misunderstanding and lack of appreciation of
the man persists to the end, when Mis' Hellie Copper says:
"Well, Pitt never was much good." ^
Pitt's own appraisal of himself is perhaps equally to blame for
his failure. He lacks confidence throughout, and at the last,
broods
:
"l done everything wrong from the first." ^
The one big chance of his life to be a hero at the fire
that is razing the Granger house turns into only another in-
1. Birth
, p. 402.
2. Ibid., p. 366.
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cldent in his life which amuses the town in the same way that
j
the antics of a puppy might:
|
"Can't anybody do anything?" he inquired
brightly.
"Everybody," Rachel said, somewhat drily, "is
at liberty to try."
He moved uneasily about.
"Say," he said to one or two who stood nearest,
"can’t anybody do anything? It seems awful."
This he repeated at intervals, "it seems awful."
He was invaded by a new possibility.
"Got everything out?" he asked anxiously, eye-
brows lifted. Those about smiled and exchanged
glances. They were like the group in a public
waiting-room all of whom have tried in vain to
lower a window and now watch an officious late
arrival whoaattacks the matter with a seasoned
^
confidence.
Pitt finds that a dog is still trapped in the burning
building. He dashes in his big momentt and as he does so,
one excited voice rises above the confusion to say:
"Well, but of all the fool things. For a
d og 1 . . . " ^
The meditation of Jeffrey upon his father's death might
serve as a kind of epitaph for the man:
His father's life had gone by, years of toil
and of loving had reached to nothing that he had
dreamed his toil of no moment, his love out-
raged. There remained a trunkful of useless me-
mentoes, a sacrifice on which, it seemed, the
town':frowned, . . .
1. Ibid., p. 323.
2. Ibid., p. 325.
3. Ibid., p. 389.
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Somewhere along the way In his development toward adulthood, he 'j
had been beaten by oppressive circumstances, never to rise agaiiij
|
and continue the fight with renewed vigor. He
. . . never held his head up as in challenge,
but rather in a kind of helpless, ruminant way,
like a child thinking. ^
The town's attacks are not all directed at the stranger
within the gates. The Leading Ladies have established a code
of etiquette, violation of which involves a disapprobation that
is intolerable to the average offender. One of their number,
Mis* Henry Bates, for example, commands the respectful hearing
of all when she tells about the limitations of her diet, and
about the days when she had a waist of 18 inches circumference.
Also in the Ladles' society is Mrs. Jack Stubbs who is in-
valuable as a gossip-monger. Let's look in on a scene:
”... That's nothing”, declared Mrs. Jack
Stubbs, ”to some of the things that go on in Bur-
age. I was told something a while ago—-folks you
all know. You'd be surprised to death if I was to
tell you. It may come out any minute. I've known
about it all along, but I can't speak yet.”
Then,
A moment's general pause for speculation. A
pause which Mrs. Jack Stubbs enjoyed in its full-
ness. She had matured early, a thick woman,
busy, ends of her veil always a-fly; her eyes
quick-moving, upon externals. She had a fathom-
less fund of secret detail in allusions to which
1. Ibid., p. 317
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she wantoned. "There isn't much goes on in this ,
town that somebody doesn't find out about", she




Barbara's hasty and unprofitable marriage draws down the
Ladies' Club's disapproval, but she braves their company just
the same. When she can no longer parry their veiled hints, she
faints from a case of nerves. Immediately they all become sol-
icitous—-when it is too late:
A world of human sympathy for illness, and
one -tenth of this sympathy at luncheon would have ggiven Barbara her innocent and expected joy.
The title of the book is significant in that birth--
actual, biological, normal function that it is to human, as
well as to other, life—-is the big subject that the town dabs
at but never pierces. They the women, primarily thrill
themselves with anticipatory speculation on the subject, but
always hastily withdraw before the discussion can reach a stage
of intelligent frankness. Time and again in their afternoon
gossiping, they
. . .stood on the brink of that pit and looked ,
in, and withdrew their eyes, and went on rocking.
One of the women, in a burst of courage, suggests that a
baby would settle the marital troubles of Pitt and Barbara:
1. Ibid., pp. 87-88.
2. Ibid., p. 65.
3. Ibid., p. 95*
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The women's eyes consulted. Their voices fell.
Of spiritual mysteries they would speak with up-
lifted faces. At the mystic in human life they
veiled the voice. They failed of that mysticism,
grew confused by its physiology, missed the creat-
ive word beneath it all. 1
The effect on Barbara of this traditional reticence is tha
she hates the child that is coming:
In all the little town there could be found
nobody to help Barbara to discern what was occur-
ing. There had never been anybody to help her to
discern relationship. To her no one had ever
mentioned marriage as an art, daughterhood and
neighborliness as roles requiring pains; that to
take one's place as a member of a town is even
more delicate a business than to take one's
place behind a counter. . . . She had breathed
in nothing about the nature of being. And this
whole area upon which she now entered belonged to
the limbo of things whispered about, commiserated
upon, avoided; and associated with the risque;
. . . Motherhood was a gulf to be crossed by
amateurs. Here the apprenticeship system suf-
ficed. 2
But what a change when the "thing" has actually happened I
One or two whom he passed knew why he (Pit^
ran. A leap of understanding was in their hearts.
In their passionate sympathy, which flashed to
him, was all the fire to warm a world. If the
mystery of birth might flame in the faces of us
all, no one could wrong another. ^
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Ing, cramping treatment at the hands of the town. The contrast
|}
i|
between his nature and a typical townswoman's may be somewhat
|
exemplified by Mis' Nick True's remarks upon observing a pic-
!
I
ture which Jeffrey was greatly admiring; '
"What on earth's that?" she said, pointing to
a photograph of the Victory in Rachel's hand,
"victory! I shouldn't call it much of a victory
^if I'd had my head knocked off my shoulders."
The banalities of the town are not toned down by Miss Gale
either. Considerable of the small town's starving vocabulary
would appear to be stored up in Mis' Hellie Copper, one of whos<
illustrative demonstrations comes at the conclusion of Pitt's
and Barbara's marriage ceremony;
"My!" she said, "you're a cute couple. I was
thinking that right through the ceremony; 'What
a cute couple*. Well, may you be as happy as you
are cute, 1 say." ^
Mis' Henry Bates typifies for us the tactless, preoccupied
sort of villager who dwells constantly in a house of delicious
horrors, who squeezes the drama out of every village incident
until it has yielded its last drop of interest;
"l was thinking," she said, "the last wedding
I was to, the groom was killed in the switch-
yards in a month. May you both live long to en-
joy your happiness."
1. Ibid., p. 307












The town’s social life is shown by Miss Gale to be vain I
and empty. There is "the bunch" which Pitt joins and by whom




In their humble way they were prototypes of
that young world of country clubs and yacht clubs
^
and luxurious summer camps.
"Something doing all the time", was the way Burage put it.
The pleasures they indulge in are inexpensive, but involve end-
less trouble: to row to Government Bend and take supper in bas-
kets; to go to Loon Lake to spend a day; to charter the little
steam-boat for an evening; to walk to Midgeville to the Wild
West show; to haunt the county fair; to get up a party to go to
the Glen; to have a picnic out at the point, and so on.
Even these pitiful activities are better by far than the
deadening life of the routine day, in which the monotony re-
ceives a welcome break only when the undertaker runs around the
corner, his appearance causing folks to wonder anew why he
doesn*t get his wife to press out that old crape; or when a
horse breaks loose. The only part of the day when the town
seems to live and breathe is when the day's toil is over:
The Summer afternoon slips through the little
village, and is gone. It seems to have touched
nothing. Six o’clock. Burage breathes deep, all
the tension of the day dissolves. A new air per-
meates the village. It relaxes, expects. A
1. Ibid., p. 62
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creative moment, spiritual, tender, human. The i
expansion of human beings in centers carefully
|
contrived. Or the crushing of human beings into
centers benumbing, crippling. Beings seldom
I
thrilling from creative work, but leaden from
;
toil of rote. The cry of all the world in the
.
I
throat of the people of Burage at six o'clock. i:
I
I
The town that Miss Gale pictures in Birth , then, is one
|
that is satisfied with itself, and, consequently, feels no need
j
to cultivate the acquaintance of such strangers as may move in. :
Content with a desultory culture, bound by narrow views, enjoy-;
ing an outward delicacy on the subject of birth and sex, the
|
town says, in essence, to the outsider: "You must come all the
way, make all the concessions if you want to join our society,
became engaged in our activities. Were all set. If you want
to live here, be what we want you to be."
In view of such evidence as has been here presented, and
of the book as a whole, it is difficult to see why ^uinn in-
sists that Miss Gale is not a part of the revolt from the vll-
2lage. The towns that Howe, Masters, Anderson, and Lewis pic-
ture may differ in degree of dullness and perniciousness, but
are, as far as I can see, no more correctly categorized among
the "besieged" than Burage is.
Miss Gale's plots have always been spare, but never sparer
than in her next novel. Miss Lulu Bett
.
published in 1920, the
year of Main Street . The book itself is only 264 large-print
1. Ibid., p. 72.
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pages long. It is long enough, however, to bring the reader a
supplementary version of the author's frank and ironic views om
small -town smugness and meanness.
The title character is a poor relation who works with a
family which keeps her enslaved on the fiction that she is not i
strong enough to work anywhere else; she is strong enough, pre-
j
sumably, to serve as a beast of burden for them all the days of
her life. Into her suppressed life comes at last someone who
looks at her as a woman rather than as a mere servant: Ninian
j
Deacon who is her brother-in-law, and has traveled extensively.
He quickly discerns Lulu’s plight, and resolves to do something
about it:
"... While I'm here I'm going to take you
and Ina and Dwight up to the city."
"To the city?"
"To a show. Dinner and a show. I'll give you
one good time."
"Ohl" Lulu leaned forward, "ina and Dwight
go sometimes. I never been." ^
To make a long story short, Ninian turns out to be a cad,
inveigling Lulu to marry him, although (as it develops later)
he already has a wife. Righteous brother Dwight tries to save
the family's reputation by making Lulu conceal the fact that
Ninian married her knowing that he was committing. bigamy ; but
when Lulu marries "again", Dwight is foiled, because of course
Lulu must think of her own reputation and reveal that her first
marriage was illegal.
1. Miss Lulu Sett , p. 79
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Most of the small town's defects that are excoriated in
;
I
Birth are repeated here in a slightly altered setting. The old
1
I
matriarch, Mrs. Bett, is as unfeeling a woman as any of Burage'|
Ladies. Her first question after Dwight and Ina tell of Lulu's
marriage is:
"Who's going to do your work?"
None of them, it seems, can cook an edible meal. They
grow tearful over their own plight:
In Mrs. Bett's eyes tears gathered, but they
were not for Lulu.
"l should think," she said, "I should think
Lulu might have had a little more gratitude to
her than this."
As in Birth , there is an unhealthy attitude toward sex.
Lulu's niece, "Di", affords her amusement only by her puppy-
love affair with neighbor-boy Bobby. Their constant teasing,
with no abatement wherein motherly advice ijilght be imparted,
drives the young girl to attempt elopement. So much is hinted
about love by the family, but no one takes Di aside to help her.
In fact, they don't even recognize that there is a problem.
Their many prohibitions "loose a thousand speculations" in Di's
mind, and drive her nearly frantic. They do not scruple to
break Di's date when father Dwight decides to "throw" an ice-
cream party. Miss Gale observes here that
1. Ibid., p. 106
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1
The rules of the ordinary sports of the play-
j
ground, scrupulously applied, would have clarified
j
the ethical atmosphere of this little family. But
there was no one to apply them.
Di’s attempted elopement (thwarted hy Lulu) clarifies the
atmosphere considerably. Mot only Lulu realizes then what a
tyrant brother Dwight has been, but what is more significant,
the rest of the family realizes it too. Me has not tried to
understand his daughter nor any one else. Kis life's work has
been the establishment and enjoyment of his power. His despot-
ism comes to an end, or, at least, is greatly diminished, only
when disgrace threatens his daughter and family, and when the
latter, "shown how" by Lulu, begins to break his hold on their
Individual souls.
There is some Burage's triteness and banality present in
the train-conductor's "Beats all" expression, "a utility form-
N 2
ula for the universe. Also representative of the small-
town's commonplace ness is Ina Deacon who fails miserably at
being even an ordinarily good hostess. There is the time, for
example, when the group has gathered around the piano to sing
"My Rock, My Refuge." Ina, conspicuous for her lack of "ear"
for music, cries at the conclusion of the number:
"oh, I'm having such a perfectly beautiful
time. Isn't everybody?" everybody's hostess
1. Ibid., p. 116
2, Ibid., p. 201
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One closes Miss Lulu Bett with the feeling, I think, that 1
ji
Birth is still Number One among Miss Gale’s books up to the tim0
of the former. Birth is a little more extensive, reaches deeper
|
I
into the problems that conflict with small-town traditionalism
i
I
would present. Still, Miss Lulu Bett . is pleasant reading. Itj
! I
use to this thesis is less because it narrows its treatment to
a family situation primarily, rather than to a town as a whole.
It has, one must agree with Lewisohn, ”a glint and an evanescent
aroma” and was, doubtless , "inspired by the sound mood of real-
M 2istic frankness and ironic humor of the new fiction.
Faint Perfume (1923) is another study of the life of a
poor relation. Again the heroine falls in love with a married
man, only this time she knows it. Ke tries to get a divorce,
but his wife won’t let him have their child to whom the husband
is strongly attached. As he cannot tolerate separation from
the child, Leda Perrin (the Lulu Bett of this story) can, there-
fore, have only the "faint perfume” of romance. There is a
noble parting between the two lovers, and they never see each
other again.
The importance of this novel to our study is in its pic-
ture of the meddlesomeness of the small town in the lives of
inhabitants who do not conform to the standards and proprieties
1. Ibid., p. 172.
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set up by the town. Faint Perfume is not so strictly a ’'family
|
affair" as Miss Lulu Bett was; that is, Miss Gale gives us more;
of the town and its characteristics rather than an almost ex- 1
elusive treatment of one family in the town.
,
I




present. The Crumb household in which circumstances force Leda
|
I
to live, is just as stifling in its atmosphere as the Deacon i
family. Orrin Crumb's wife is more detestable in that she is
even more commonplace than Ina Deacon. The worst part of all it
that Leda, unlike Lulu, cannot escape, because she will not lov<
another man as long as she cannot have the one she wants. Her
only recourse, it seems to her, is to spend the remainder of
her days in that workhouse, the Crumb household.
Sherwood Anderson
Sherwood Anderson died on March 13 of this year, after
sixty-five years of life. During those six and a half decades,
and up to the three months following, the mystery that surround-
ed his life has never been unraveled. Ben Hecht, a longtime
friend of Anderson, said of him in an article published just
after Anderson's death: "l could never figure out whether he
was going to found a religion or end up in jail for seduction."
There isn't time here to include a satisfactory psychological
study of Anderson. I don't know that one exists yet. But it
is pretty certain that no one has ever clearly understood the
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and seems to have been haunted thereafter, De Quincey-like
,
by
dreams and apparitions that his brooding in early life conjuredi
Sherwood Anderson is one of those literary men whose works
cannot be accurately regarded apart from their creator. Ke is
in all his books not just in them, but prominently in them.
1
All his main characters are Sherwood Andersons in one mood or
another.
Winesburg. Ohio was published in 1919, the year after Zona
Gale’s novel. Birth. Winesburg can be termed a novel in only a
very loose interpretation of the word. It is, rather, a volume
of short prose sketches of the people in a small Ohio town;
sketches strung together on the central character of young
George Willard, a newspaper reporter, and his experiences. The
tone of the sketches are of Spoon River Anthology timbre. It
is not difficult to believe Fattee's observation that Winesburg
is '’peculiarly a product of the Spoon River Anthology period,
1915-19. ” ^ The similarity between Masters and Anderson is
strongest in their seeking out of the bitter truth about the
lives of outwardly contented, satisfied, smugly virtuous towns-
people, The difference lies chiefly in the sharpness of the
attack. Anderson is decidedly lees synical, looks sympatheti-
cally at while he points out the pitiful elements in repressive
village existence. Masters has confined his poetry to poetry;
Anderson has flavored his prose with his.




1. The New American Literature, p. 332.
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of before he has read him very far: the conviction that he has
that the town strangles one’s creativeness, and secondly, the
omnipresence of the human body throughout his novels. ”To And-
derson," says Lewisohn, ‘'life is walled in, it is imprisoned
from itself, from the sources without which it withers and
dies. . . . There is no one to knock the walls down, least of
all the writer himself. Ke tilts at the walls, curses, them,
flees, but his flight is futile.” ^ Lewisohn sees Anderson as
2
a man ”very single of aim” and wanting ”to be deflected.”
I
The characters in Winesburg are, nearly all of them, sex-
I
I
starved. Anderson came under the influence of Preud early in
1 life, and seems never to have shaken the Austrian off. One is
i
I
never permitted to forget for long the human body in Anderson’s
works. The characters in Winesburg are excessively body-con-
scious. There is the man who loves to fondle small boys, an
i
apparently lustful proclivity which brings down on his head the
whole weight of township condemnation; they see no reason why
he should be so fond of their children, and they suppose some
foul purpose behind it all. Another character thinks everyone
' is Christ. Then there is the minister who peeps through a hole
in a church-window at a woman relaxing on her bed.
"These,” says Quinn, "are a few of the eccentrics in a
book of lonely, frustrated, futile and abnormal characters.”
1. Expression in America
, p. 484.
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Quinn acknowledges that there may be such eccentrics in a small
town, but ”why in the name of sanity and maturity, without
which art is sterile,” he demands, ’’should anyone write about
them?” Nor can Quinn understand Anderson’s popularity:
)
The most astonishing circumstance connected
with Sherwood Anderson is the fact that he has
^been taken seriously.
”The most strking quality of his fiction,” Quinn adds, is
not the reality which it is so strongly believed to employ, but
”the lack of reality”:
His monsters of lust, of perversion, of frust-
ration, are not real people. They are shells.
The best explanation for Anderson’s popularity that Quinn
can find is that the reading public has, in this case, taken
one of its unpredictalbe quirks of opinion:
Anderson and his successors in the anatomy of
sex relations have cast some kind of an illusion
over the reading public. It is afraid it won’t
be up to date if it doesn’t admire him.
Quinn continues his lashing with the contemptuous slur
4
that”no character of Anderson lives in the memory”, and that
a later novel. Many Marriages (1923), ”takes him out of consid-
eration as a novelist of any significance.” ®
n Ibid., p. 659.
2. Ibid., p. 660.
3. Ibid., p. 660
4. Ibid., p. 669.
5. Ibid. I p. 659.
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It is difficult to go the whole way with Quinn in some of
ji
his extreme statements of criticism, but one cannot deny that
j|
ij
Anderson does lay perhaps an undue stress on the morbid side of
|j
village life. If it was his purpose, however, as it was Mast-
||
i
ers' in The Spoon River Anthology « to show up the true, inner
natures of supposedly respectable citizens, I think that Quinn
I
I
possibly is looking at Anderson’s works from a more historical,!
!
long-range viewpoint than would be fair in considering Anderson!
in relation to some one particular phase in American literature]
i
as we are here. Cast against the background of all that Amer-
|
i
lean writers have produced, Anderson might conceivably appear
insignificant or important, according to your judgment of him.
But, in consideration of Anderson in respect only to his part
in the liberation of our literature from Puritanical obscurant-
ism and small-town smugness, we must allot him credit for a
good share in the process.
Hatcher goes so far as to rank Anderson with Dreiser and
Lewis as one of ”the three most stimulating and influential
authors in the creation of the modern American novel, from whos<
work most of the significant work of the 1920* s and 30*
s
stems
M 1in one manner or another.
Another writer, Pattee, presents a most contradictory
opinion to that of Hatcher. To Pattee, Anderson is
**
. . . a paradox in our hopeful America, a
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literary agnostic, an intellectual hobo, a grown
man still adolescent, an agitator with no program,
a poet soul with no foundations, a romanticist
turned cynic, a man from the westward march de-
\ fleeted eastward, a frontier individualist who
I
has lived into the age of industrialism and chain
stores and combinations.
I
Such men, Pattee generalizes, build no foundations. They '!
* i|
I




I Regardless of the man's drawbacks most critics are, I thinlj:,
in general accord with Hatcher's opinion that "some ’of the best
writing about village life from the point of view of the under-
i
p
dog has come from Sherwood Anderson." The reason for Ander-
son's viewing the small town from the underdog angle, lies, I
think, in his own life. As we have said before, Anderson him-
self is very much in all his stories; particularly is he the
prototype of most of his boy characters. Youth is usually
represented as baffled and dreamy, the consequence of being
caught in the toils and crudities of a small town. If we are
to believe him, Anderson saw plenty of evidence all around him
in the town where he grew up, of sex-starved villagers, defeated I
in their private lives because of evasions, repressions, erotic
perversions, and lacking the courage to live out their potent-
ialities in spite of the hostility of neighbors.
Although the influence of Freud on Anderson is palpable
* enough in Winesburg. Ohio and in the book he published two
I
1. Pattee, The New American Literature
, p. 337*
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years later. The Triumph of the Egg, it is much more so in An-




and the first part of Poor White . In these, the author
i
portrays the frontiersman's life as devoid of all cleanness and'




for extending the drab, gossipy, and sometimes vicious spirit
|
' H 1
of the people under the comforting sanction of their God,
|
i 't




degraded regard for sex» !
1 I'
I
Of the novelists we are considering, it is Anderson who isj|
I most like Dreiser, and that similarity ends with the subject |!
!
matter each treats; for Anderson differs decidedly in form and
I
I style from the author of Sister Carrie , and the variance is to
j
I
Anderson’s advantage. He is ”a poet” and ”a first-rate symbol-
I :
i
I ist”, according to Hatcher, and the realistic detail upon which
Dreiser elaborates with relish is to Anderson ”only a base for
the overtones of dreams and puzzlement, and for the fears and
ferment which accompany them.” Throughout V/inesburg there
the feeling that although Anderson dwells upon the morbid and
the grotesque in village life, he nevertheless is not content
to wallow in the filth, but is always splashing through it in
pursuit of some poetic dream. Ernest Boyd apparently senses
the presence of this constant searching element in Anderson, fo 3 >
he says:
1. Ibid., p. 160.
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• . . The impression of surface realism is
j
reinforced by that deeper realism which sees be- 'I
yond and beneath the exterior world to the hidden
^ j|
reality which is the essence of things*
The Triumph of the Egg (1921) was one of the books I could
|
not get hold of. The "nice” libraries do not even have copies
|
of it, and the Boston Public Library contrives (so it seems) to
keep theirs in the "Bindery". There is one chapter taken from
the book, however, and reprinted in the Pocket Book edition of
Short Stories. The people in this one chapter, "Seeds", are
not very clear as to what they want in life, any more than
people in Anderson's other novels are.
It is difficult to see from a single chapter just how the
whole book would fit into a consideration of the Revolt from the
Village. The most I could discern in it was that it has about
the same tone as the rest of Anderson's work; it relates an
episode in the life of a small-town girl who becomes obsessed
with the idea that she must learn about sex, and, since her
three prim sisters suppress any mention of it in their home,
this youngest sister runs away to the city to see what it is
all about. That is as much "revolt" as I could find in this
brief chapter.
Van Doren thinks that Anderson was doing all right as long
as he kept to exposing the American village; but, unfortunately,
says this critic, "he went beyond the revolt from the village
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to an imaginative criticism of the whole American world. In:
this same critic’s esteem, Anderson stands as ”hardly more than|
a warning to men not to be too sure and smug in their dpinions?''
I would say that were Anderson '’hardly more”, that were enough
to merit him some importance in American literature. One of
|
the most despicable elements that the attackers found in the
small town was the sure and smug male: The Story of a Country
Town bred that type almost exclusively; Miss Lulu Bett had its
Dwight Deacon; and Winesburg has its Tom Willard, George's
father. The last-named holds his wife in mortal terror of him
throughout their wedded life, although even she finally turns
upon him in desperation. George, too, is threatened by his
father's tyranny, but he has the youth and opportunity to
wrench himself away from this and the other types of village
suffocation. The book ends with him on his way to the city to
make his fortune, and, what is more, live a life of comparative
freedom.
When a book is a series of loosely-connected sketches, as
Winesburg
.
Ohio is, it is apt to give the impression of many-
sidedness to the reader; there is a danger that he will con-
sider each chapter as an entity in itself. Winesburg can be
read that way and be enjoyed. But to get the whole picture of
what Anderson is driving at in this series of sketches, an in-
terpretation of secret places in the hearts of queer and lonely
1. The American Novel
.
(1789-1959 ). p. 298.
2, Ibid., p. 298.
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villagers, one must fill in what gaps there are between chap-
ters, and see the organic unity of the book. As Boyd concludes
in his introduction to the Modern Library edition:
Winesburg
.
Ohio is like that wheel of many
colors, of which Anatole France writes, which
had only to revolve to give a harmony of all
the parts, which becomes the truth. These sep-
arate fragments of mid-American society combine
to make a picture of American life which carries
the inescapable conviction of reality.
The reason for the conviction of reality that some critics
feel is present in Anderson, and that other critics like Quinn
do not admit, can be attributed, I think, to the fact that the
author, Anderson, writes out of an imagination that is rich and
deep, and that he adds to this imagination a marvelous faculty
of precise observation. The characters in Winesburg are sharp-
ly delineated. Grotesque they may be, but no one, not even
Quinn, denies that they exist. To my knowledge, Anderson no-
where says that his characters are typical of the majority of
villagers. His point is that they do exist in and exercise a
stronger influence in small towns than upholders of the small-
town tradition had been in the habit of admitting.
Sinclair Lewis
Passing from Anderson to Lewis is like ridding oneself of
the company of a person toward whom you feel no hostility, but
1. Winesburg, Ohio , p. xv
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who you wish would stop talking about sex for a while at least, i
I
and encountering another friend who has healthier and wider in- :
terests. One of the main reasons that Sinclair Lewis has "soldi
better than Sherwood Anderson is, I believe, that he has the
|
more scholarly kind of interest in all things which pertain to
man’s daily living. He may not always never, even be right
in what he says about subjects, but at least he is not so ex-
clusively absorbed in himself as Anderson seems to be.
The climax of the Revolt from the Village is attained in
Lewis* two epoch-making books; Main Street
,
published in 1920
and since then perhaps the most talked-of book in our literary
history; and Babbitt
.
published in 1922, a book the popularity
of which can be witnessed from its title's reception into our
dictionary as a new word.
In our introduction it was hinted that an attempt would be
made in this thesis to keep Lewis from monopolizing the pages.
This attempt has been made not because of any question in my
mind that Lewis deserves all the laurels that have been heaped
upon him, but because the primary motive behind this thesis has
been to bring to light some of the other characters who, though
figuring strongly in the revolt, have been almost completely
eclipsed by the rebel from Sauk Center.
Many people have wondered how and why it is that Lewis has
attained such popularity, why his Main Street sold the almost
incredible total of 400,000 copies in its first three years of
publication. Critics point out the many compositional faults
%f r j\- r-jfir-T o '?o 1 I'/icfn "::^iX^*^J tOs^-. : "irovr ftsi# ijoy Ciiw
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1and the lack of character in Lewie’ heroes* Further, they at-
|
tack the legendary bitterness and unsociability of the author
|
himself. Why, then, all the fanfare?
|
Some of the answer
,
I hope, has been provided in the pagesi
preceding this chapter on Lewis, By that I mean that for years
before Lewis, some writers there were who had been disgusted al]
along with the fanciful fiction that was in vogue during the
19th century, and that was threatening to choke off any first
buds of realism that might appear in the 20th. In other words,
the way was paved for such a man as Lewis. He struck at the
right moment. It is such coordination of timeliness and force-
fulness that has always been the most effective of all blows.
The ingredients that were blended to ”make" Lewis the best-
known author of the twentieth century were: the despondency tha1
naturally followed the World War, the increased popularity of
Freud, and the reading public’s growing hunger for anything
that was "real,” Add to these the many cataclysmic changes
that had come over our social life as a result of a combination
of these elements, and you have a picture of an America that is
in a highly restless, uncertain condition of mind.
Main Street was not calculated, least of all by the author
himself, to make such an astounding impression. While Lewis
had determined early to make it his deadliest and sharpest sat-
ire he had originally entitled it, "The Village Virus” it
is doubtful that he even faintly hoped that it would become as
controversial and omnivorously devoured as it did. At this
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time, Lewis was still struggling to make a name for himself.
His early writings had not clicked with the public: he had pub-
lished four novels, one of them selling 10,000 copies.
But the time was ripe for Main Street in 1920. There was
just the right, receptively-tuned audience eagerly awaiting
this characterization of American life. It was “inevitably
the next and necessary step in creating the American novel",
says Hatcher, "and the time made the man at least as much as
H 1the man made the time :
Main Street appeared when the citizens of this
country were so weary of idealism and world im-
provement that they were turning to a small-town
newspaper-man senator for their new leader War-
ren G. Harding. People were fatigued with inter-
nationalism, and they ate up what Harding was fil-
ling them with about there being "more happiness
in the American village than in any other place
on the face of the earth.
Before Lewis appeared on the scene, David Graham Phillips
had been the fictional critic of the American social regime.
Phillips had waged long and bitter warfare, in an unbelievably
voluminous list of books, against what Mencken was later to
label, "The Boobus Americanus", the self-satisfied American.
Lewis became Phillips' heir in this attack.
"Never was a young novelist more fortunate," according to
Pattee. "The time, the public, and the publisher were all
ready. ... No previous generation would have responded with
1. Creating the Modern American Novel
, p. 109.
2. Ibid., p. 115
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such unanimity could have responded,” ^ for none other one had
I
had Dreiser, London, 0. Henry, Masters, and the book reviews of'
i
"the Baltimore cynic, Mencken", to whet its appetite on. ji
ij
These writers, and others that we have mentioned elsewhere
j
had indeed written not only about but against the small town; I
but Lewis made it the "symbol of a national disease, the small
M 2town mind.
The small town mind is nowhere in modern literature more
starkly revealed than in Main Street * s deadly accurate pictures
of the stupid parties of the village gossips (which, you will
remember, Zona Gale also excoriated), parties which were spon-
sored under the name of the Thanatopsis Club. One of the
crimes which Lewis has this Club commit is the coverage (and
study) of all of English poetry in two sessions. The following
scene from a meeting of the Thanatopsis Club is called by one
writer "the keynote to the provincialism that Carol Kennicott
revolted against”:
"What poet do you take up today?” demanded
Carol.
"Why, the English ones."
"Not all of them?”
”W-why yes. We* re learning all of European
literature this year. The club gets such a nice
magazine. Culture Hints , and we follow its pro-
grams. ... It does make a body hustle to keep
up with all these new culture subjects, but it
is improving." 3
1. Pattee, The New American Literature , p. 340.
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First we listen to the report on "Shakespeare and Milton" !
I
I
by Mrs. Ole Jenson, who apparently has raided the encyclopedia i
to present such a fine mass of factual data. Before she is
through she attempts a criticism of several of Shakespeare's
best known plays, "the best-known of which is perhaps 'The
Merchant of Venice.'" ^
Mrs* Warren reports on Byron, Scott, Moore, and Burns; Mrs<
Mott gives ten minutes to Tennyson and Browning; and Mrs. Hicks
completes the day's task by a paper on "other Poets", some of
the Other Poets being Coleridge, Wordsworth, Shelley, Gray,
Mrs. Hemans, and Kipling.
The announcement is then made that next week's meeting wil]
have as its theme: English Fiction and Essays.
Carol, at this her first meeting, suggests as gently as
she can that next year, instead of going on to another subject,
they might take up these poets in more detail. The ladies can
see no reason why they should give all this proposed time to a
subject that they have just exhausted, but Mrs. Warren, the pas-
tor's wife "so moves. Madam Chairman" that the Program Committee
try to work in another day entirely devoted to English poetry!
The Club then turns its collective attention to Mrs. Dawson's
coffee and angel' s-food
,
which is what they came for anyway.
Arthur Hobson Quinn has his reasons why Main Street "falls
short of greatness" to his way of thinking. In the first place,
it does not have character as its ultimate. Carol Kennicott,
1. Ibid., p. 126
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Quinn points out, has no real source of beauty in herself, and
the “tawdry manner in which she carries out her rebellion makes
us wonder why her husband bothers to bring her back
Washington whence she has fle^*
Then there is Lewis* style. That has always been a vulner*)
able point of attack. Our sharp-eyed Mr. Quinn sees in it “the
hall marks of the reporter, not of the artist.” He scores its
“bareness” and “staccato jerkiness”, and the mannerisms which
“spell mediocrity"; for example, the description of a character
by a long string of epithets. In Babbitt we get a description
of one of the characters in this fashion: he
. . . believed that the earth is flat, that
the English are the ten lost tribes of Israel,
and that the United States is a democracy,
and in the next two paragraphs there are two more “triplets” of
the same nature. This stringing of epithets, thinks Quinn, is
significant in that it "shows his reportorial instinct for see-
ing things as individual instances rather than as parts of an
2
organic unit.”
The third characteristic in Lewis that Quinn finds fault
with is the massing of detail. Lewis does not know what to
leave out: “With him selection seems to be a lost art” and his
conception of sex relations is “European, not American.” ^
1. Quinn, American Fiction , p. 662.
2. Ibid., p. 667.
3. Ibid., p. 663.
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This inability to select is one of the causes of the weak char-jT
acter portrayal that Quinn finds in Lewis. "No character of
I
Lewis lives in the memory", except possibly Arrowsmith and Dod- 1
i
I




His characters are usually incarnations of
some virtue or vice, with the other human qual-
^ities omitted.
As far as Quinn is concerned. Main Street "is of 1920; Age
of Innocence pDy Edith Whartoi^ is timeless." Perhaps there
is some significance in this remark, because Lewis dedicated
his next book. Babbitt
.
to the Age of Innocence ’s author.
Hartwick suggests that Main Street and its successors in
in the Lewis literary family might possibly be a kind of revenge
on the part of Lewis upon his birthplace, in which town, it is
said, everyone thought him "queer". Whatever importance this
motive may have had for the writing of the book. Main Street
certainly goes beyond such petty causes, when we consider its
effect. According to Edith Wharton, it "hacked away the senti-
mental vegetation from the American small town." ^ The idea of
"hacking" a little occurred to Lewis while he was a sophomore
at yale. As we have mentioned, he planned on calling his book.
The Village Virus. For some reason, possibly for purpose of
1. Ibid., p. 66S.
2. Ibid., p. 668.
3. Hartwick, Foreground of American Fiction
, p. 371.
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selling better, he or his publishers changed it, with the result
i
that in 1920 it came out, to be
. . . the smash hit of contemporary literat-
ure; its author, the curse of thousands and the
toast of hundreds.
I
Hartwick, like Quinn, is critical, but does have something
laudatory to say that he can say ungrudgingly. Ee sees a unan-
imity in all of Lewis* characters except Elmer Gantry and Ann
Vickers. This unanimity is their attempt to free themselves
from provincialism, "from something they realize Is not worthy
of them.** ^ Hartwick and Pattee are on the side of those crit-
ics who believe that Lewis does "have something" in Main Street
and in Babbitt (which possibility Quinn seems to sneer at stead-
ily and determinedly). The first two critics also agree that
with success came decadence. I think most of us readers of
Lewie are of the same opinion after we have compared, let us
say. It Can’t Happen Here , or Bethel Merriday . or Elmer Gantry
with Main Street and Babbitt . Yet, we might also chorus, along
with Hartwick, that "for all his loss of power, we won’t see
another novelist soon with his general talent for scalping the
home town mind, that wasting sickness of culture, that source
of bigotry, and bane of liberal and humane spirits*"





2* Ibid., p. 280.
3* Ibid.^ p. 275.
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starts out to have the same surname: Ludwig Lewisohn. This
critic calls ”the indiscriminate belittling of Lewis which is
the fashion today” "wholly uncritical." ^ Lewisohn can*t help '
lamenting the fact that Lewis did not, in Main Street , estab-
j
lish "a sufficient distance between himself and the world of '
illusion that he depicted", and that he "identified himself too!




A while ago we asked the rhetorical question: Viihy was it ji
that Lewis* Main Street made such a hit? Now we can consider
the other side of the question: Why is it that so many readers
and critics alike have, though in the minority, reacted against
Lewis and his popularity? Lewisohn, I think, has the answer
part of it at least. Some of those, he thinks, who do not like
Lewis feel that way because of the hopelessness they possess in
regard to the achievement of ideals:
Perhaps the reaction against him is part of a
larger movement in American civilization, of a
despair over the aridness of life so great that
a depiction of it, however brilliant, no longer
meets any serious mood, of so keen a hunger after
values by which to live that the integrity of the
laboratory scientist seems an ideal of straw and
^bran.
The reading public has changed since 1920. At that time
1. Expression in America , p. 503.
2. Ibid., pp. 509-J0.
3. Ibid., p. 313*
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the public followed the critics; a large min-
ority was ready to laugh with him at the grosser
foibles, the emptier gestures, the more clamor-
ous spiritual stupidities of American life.
I
”Onesidedness" is the main charge that another of our Orlt"
ical friends has to bring against the present subject. Katcher
says:
**The finer side of village life was carefully
omitted Jn Main Streep. Every single quality
that was castigated was and is as much a part of
metropolitan life as of small-town life." *
Well, all right, Eatcher, say we. None of us are refuting
you or your cohorts on that point, least of all, Lewis himself.
Hatcher is, I think, making- the same mistake that several of
Lewis' "enemies'* have made: they assume that his leading char-
acters have been ordained by him to represent all men in a
class. For example, ministers all over the country were indig-
nant when he wrote Elmer Gantry . "That isn't a typical Ameri-
can clergyman'" they cried. No, Elmer isn't, wasn't meant to
' be. There is no justification that I have been able to find,
for barking up this particular tree, because, at no point in
any of his novels has Lewis said: "Ladies and gentlemen, this
is a picture of a typical American so-and-so. The country is
crawling with them." As Charles B. Driscoll asserted in a re-
1* Ibid., p. 502.
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Good novels aren’t written about typical or
average people. Unless the character is some-
,what different from the average run, he isn’t
worth writing about. If Lewis wrote novels about
average preachers and business men, who would
read the stuff?
Still another critic, Boynton, tries to strike a blow
”home” with the observation that Lewis is not primarily a story-j
2
teller, but "an expositor who uses narrative form.” ”At
present,” says Boynton, **Lewis is indicting certain aspects of
American life with the zest of a state’s attorney intent on
M 3
making a reputation by piling up convictions. One wonders,
though, in response to this charge, whether the "defendants ” do
not merit the "subpoenas", especially when we realize that the
defendants are not particular classes of people, or specific
institutions such as the church, but is rather any collective
group or any Individual which is part of a stupid social order
which sits back and permits scoundrels (like Elmer Gantry) to
exploit said Institutions without in any real sense belonging
to them.
Why did Lewis direct his attack so heavily upon the small
town? Because most of the guilt lay there? Oh, no. Ke bore
down on the village because he felt that its standardization of
mediocrity had ’’become a force seeking to dominate the earth, to
1. "New York Day by Day", Quincy Patriot Ledger
.
March 17, 1941.
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drain the hills and the sea of color.” It was his purpose to i
check the spread of small-town mediocrity, not merely to hold
,
I
it up to ridicule.
1
Although Babbitt (1922) is the story of a business man,
j
one might call it an extension of the Main Street theme. In
Babbitt we see that the mediocrity of the village can be found
even in a prosperous city of 350,000 inhabitants; and, looking
far to the rearwards, we can now see that the highly autobio-
graphical Our Mr. Wren (1914) was a prototypical, ”slmplifled
M 2
edition of Main Street .
Babbitt, the leading character, is to the city as some of
the more tiresome members of Main Street *s Thanatopsis Club are
to the small town. Ee has enough of the social-climber in-
stinct in him to make him want to join clubs, in fact to take
almost any road that leads to prominence. Ris life becomes a
round of fussy activity in matters of church and club and univ-
ersity-alumni relations. He is such a dull figure that even
his last-minute revolt is too feeble to hold any lasting fresh-
ness or vitality. Dr. Kennicott was the dull man in Main
Street ; Babbitt has that role in the later book.
We have already noted that Lewie does not rate highly
among the critics from the point of view of artistry. Louis
Wann, for example, asserts that Zona Gale’s Miss Lulu Bett is
artistically superior to anything Lewis has done. And when we
1. Boynton, More Contemporary Americans , p. 187.
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look for structure in Babbitt
.
we find that it is a pretty
|
I
loose thing. Babbitt is a series of sketches, as Winesburg is.
i
Even Ludwig Lewisohn is forced to put aside his usually favor-
j
able attitude toward Lewis, and on the subject of composition, !
admit that he (Lewis) is not a top-rank artist, and that of his
works, Arrowsmith and Babbitt are the best, and Main Street in-
ferior to these two.
Wann has this redeeming thought to express about Main
Street ; ”lt is the mass of details, the numerous full-length
portraits, the collection of completely-told episodes character-
istic of small-town life that make the book. . . .Characters
are created, and stories told in a few tersely descriptive
pages, and . . . there are striking passages in abundance.” ^
The scene from the Thanatopsis meeting indicates, I think, the
presence of "striking passages"; further fortification of this
quality are extracts from Lewis' books that anthologies of
short stories see fit to use to advantage quite often.
It is appropriate in patriotic times like these to have a
word of national glorification wherever possible. We shall call
upon Mr. Vernon L. Farrington to perform this ritual here. Mr.
Farrington "blackballs" Sinclair Lewis on the grounds of "No
school spirit", as we are used to saying. Mr. Farrington does-
n't like to have all of his country's sullied underthings
strung out on a line over the front lawn. This, he feels, is
what Mr. Lewis does.
1. Wann, "'The Rev. from the Vil.' in Am. Fiction."
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To parade such heresies in the face of the
progressive American public is enough to damn
any man, genius or not. We want no carpers or
cynics in our congenial membership. We must all
get together to put across the drive for a big-
ger and richer and better America; and so, re-
luctantly, despite the fact that in many ways he is
a good fellow, we must blackball Sinclair Lewis.
"And the band played onl"
In all fairness to the late Mr. Farrington, it should be
said that this excerpt is from his notes which were published
posthumously in the appendix of his book. Had Mr. Farrington
himself been able to supervise the publication of these notes,
he would perhaps have modified them or even excluded them. As
it is, we can only regret that he even intended to permit this






Eartwlck records, "there were a number
2
of literary archers" who drew their bows on the small town.
None of them approach Lewis' status as a fighter and agitator,
but they have carried on the battle with fervor.
We have already considered Masters in an earlier portion
of this thesis. We know that his novels came after Main Street ;
but the work that makes him important is the Spoon River Anthol-
!• Main Currents in American Thought
.
Vo. 3, p. 369.
2. Kartwick, Foreground of American Fiction
, p. 260.
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ogy: not many people are familiar with his novels, or, for that
matter, are aware that he wrote any novels. 'j
Chief among the post-Lewislan attackers of the village is
j|
Homer Croy. Some of the men we shall mention may be considered
j|
1
on a par with or better than Croy, but such evidence as I have
||
discovered does not indicate it. In fact, the works of these
|
“lesser lights” is so inaccessible that the general reading
|
I
public is discouraged from considering them. We are thinking
of the two following men especially, when we say this: Roger
Sergei, whose Arlie Gelston (1923) presents such a bitter pic-
ture of Coon Falls, Iowa, as to insure his membership in the
Revolt; and Carl Van Vechten, whose Tattooed Countess (1924)
takes us to the small Iowan town of his childhood to show us “a
ri 1god-forsaken hole full of stupid fools.
Homer Croy, however, is more widely read and more available,
and has written two books that bring him into consideration as
a member of the revolt: West of the Water Tower (1923) and R.F. "
D. No. 3 (1924). Both deal in general with the theme of a “to-
bacco-stained, cackling, prying, hymn-singing burg", but the
latter, R. F. D. No. 3
.
is the bitterer of the two. Even this
bitterness never gets out of control of the author as is so apt
to happen in the case of Lewis.
R. F. D. No. 3 is the saga of a movie-struck farm beauty,
Josle Decker, who puts her parents to great expense primping
her for a Hollywood-bound movie contest. She loses, but hopes
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anew when the young silo-salesman, Floyd Krocker, hints that he i
l|
can help her. She elopes with him, only to meet with a second
!
ll
setback: owing to the haste in which they wish to get married,
j
I
they consummate the union without even the marriage license.
]|
Before their intention to attend to this little matter can be
;j
achieved, "hubby" Floyd is caught by the law for stealing the l!
flashy automobile with which he had bewitched the farm girl.
|
Sundry other charges against him are unearthed. Ee is jailed
for six yearns. Josie returns home, surrenders once and for all
her dreams of going on the stage, and marries a prosperous but
one-armed farmer who she formerly detested. This last act is
commit.ted principally to give a name to her and Floyd's child
and to gain security for herself.
It is not inconceivable that one might read R. F. D. No. 3
ll
and not see in it any attack against the village at all. In
fact, Croy's attitude seems to be that the village is not too
ba.d a pl,ace after all, and that the most sensible thing in the
wqrld to do ,1s to settle down on a well-stocked farm and devote
your life to raising finer and finer pigs, and save your money.
There is as much, certainly, of this attitude as there is one of
revolt. Yet there is enough of revolt to catch the eye of the
reader who is looking for it.
!
,
There is the ladles Social Club which rules the moral life
1
^ Qf the neighborhood as the Thanatopsis Club did in Main Street .
oqly the Social Club lacks even the "cultural" interests of the
Gopher Prairie society. It does try, however, to do "good
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works” in civic affairs. Made up of the ’‘best" women in the
neighborhood, it sets itself up as a judiciary over the sinful
people in the community. Their method, as Josie is to become !
intimately with upon her return from her elopement in a scene
j
that reminds us of Barbara Pitt braving the Burage Women's club
j
I
is to twist sayings against the fallen individual who has I
I
incurred their wrath, to indulge in innuendoes, and in general, i
weigh victims in the balance while they (the members of the
club) sew, knit, and talk. Their campaign for community right-
eousness has "purified” the neighborhood in a number of in-
stances. There is the case of an unmarried couple which moved
^
in for a time. Although the "offenders” were lowly, harmless
peasant stock, the "good women", were of course scandalized.
They snubbed the couple, whispered behind their backs, made
their husbands promise not to "neighbor" with the man that is,
not help him at threshing time, haul logs for him, or turn out
when his wheat needed cutting when all over the country, teaae
were reaping and binding even on Sunday in a feverish attempt
to save the crop. The man and the woman worked alone in the
field, side by side. No one ever visited them, called them up
on the telephone, told them when their cows got into the corn,
or when their horses were sawing off a leg on barb wire. At
last the man and woman had a public sale, put their old broken
fi^rniture into a wagon, tied a cow on behind, and started out
to seek a new home. The Social Club rested.
The same bitterness of attack is leveled against Josie for
fi t.
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her misstep. In fact, the Social Club is not content in this
case to punish the particular offender, but extends its ostrac-




the most* She feels that, for herself, she can fight them;
|
but she cannot bear to see her parents and intimate friends
suffer because of her. Instances like the one at the school- i
house movies, cut her to the quick:
Men who had once been the close companions of
Decker Jjosie * s fathei^ now hesitated to speak. He
looked at them yearningly. Once he would have
been the leader of the "fun”, enjoying himself
hugely, but now he sat silently holding his hat,
pretending not to notice. ^ '
Higbee, Josie' s aged suitor, comes to the rescue of the
stricken family: he is willing to marry Josie in spite of her
affair with Krocker. Heretofore, Josie has despised him (Hig-
bee) and his loutish ways* At the county fair, she had learned
that all Higbee would ever be Interested in was farming, prize-
winning cattle, smoking a cigar, and domineering over a few
small farmers and renters: "he would never talk anything else,
know anything else, care for anything else*” Knowing this,
Josie had at that time been overcome with a weariness, a revul-
Sion, a feeling that life "is more than judging mules*” And
so she had run off with Floyd Krocker. Now, though, she was
humbly grateful for the haven Higbee represented, for the re-
1. R. F. D. No. 3
.
p. 332.
2. Ibid*, p. 215
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spite his name would guarantee her from the village gossips
Another resemblance to one of the earlier novels we have
considered, Miss Lulu Bett
.
is the bullying husband character.
While the wives seem able to shape their husbands* foreign
policy to suit their feminine fancies, the male is peculiarly
dominating in domestic affairs. Mrs. Decker's spouse, for ex-
ample, is a literary descendant of Dwight Deacon. Although he
is perhaps the most humane character in the book, Mrs. Decker
is cringlngly afraid of him:
Usually Mrs. Decker deferred to him, let him
have his own way it was easier than having a
"scene". Usually she was afraid of him, as were
most of the women in this section of the country,
^
afraid of their husbands.
It is Josie's personal revolt, of course, that gives the
book focus. In spite of her native silliness which almost makef
us believe she deserves a worse fate, she does have in her an
iota at least of genuine restlessness for something better than
sharing the life of raising hogs and putting up with a manure-
smelling husband day in and day out. Even though her revolt is
the result of vanity and selfishness, we must credit her for
having tried, for having recognized that the contented farm
life in which she has been brought up is not all beautiful.
1. Ibid., p. 110
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There has probably been no conscious effort on the part of
|
I
the writers we are about to mention, to present a counter-attacli
against "Lewis & Co.", but an interpretation of their treat-
ment of small-town life would lead one, I think, to classify
|
them as defenders of the village.
Four novelists and one poet stand out as candidates for
our admittedly arbitrary classification here: Margaret Deland,
Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Ruth Suckow, Booth Tarkington, and
the poet, Vachel Lindsay. Mrs. Deland and Mr. Tarkington, it
will be remembered, started their writing about the village far
back in pre-Revolt days (cf. Page 1). During the heat of the
revolt, they were, comparatively speaking, forgotten. They per-
sisted through the years, however, until now after the fever
has passed they are once again coming to the fore as compet-
ent defenders of the small town. Like their colleagues in this
later group, they are realistic enough to recognize that the
village is not the utterly stainless institution that the old
tradition made it out to be; but, granting this, they neverthe-
less feel that it has suffered too deeply at the hands of its
critics, and are trying, as they have been from the first, to
re-establish it on a sane footing in literature.
Vachel Lindsay began in the early years of this century to
fight the growing criticism against the small town. His best
known contributions to the defense of the village can be found
*4
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In such poems as ”The Building of Springfield," "The Illinois
Village”, and "The Prairie Battlements." In these he advises
us to
Turn to the little prairie towns.
Your higher hope shall yet begin.
On every side awaits you there
Some gate where glory enters in.
And pleads that
. . . Every street be made a reverent aisle
Where Music grows and Beauty is unchained.
To this end, the towns should
H
. . . build parks that students from afar
Would choose to starve in, rather than go home.
1
'
These lines of supplication, uttered in 1908, apparently
went unheeded, for the attackers of the village swooped down I
shortly afterwards, and showed that music and beauty were any-
thing but "unchained" in the small town.
Margaret Deland was writing stories about the small town
when most of the revolters were schoolboys. Her best work in-
ludes Old Chester Tales (1898) and Dr. Lavendar*i People (1903),
Around Old Chester (1915) collections of short stories The
Awakening of Helen Richie (1906), her best novel, and New Friend
1. "The Illinois Village", lines 5-8.
2. "On the Building of Springfield", lines 11, 12.
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In Old Chester (1924), which is made up of three novelettes. 1
1
j
Mrs. Deland shows that she is capable of satire in all of these
^
1 but it is of the benevolent type of satire. She never becomes l|
i
1




presents a series of pictures of people who are often provin- '
cial and narrow-minded, but even in cases like these, she never
i
rails or slashes at them.
|
I









She has gone so far as to urge upon us a theme of return to the
i




mistake to say that she made a counter-attack on the assailants i
of the village,” although she did "give comfort to many spirits
j
M 1 I
who were disturbed by the radical outbursts of 1920.
j
Mrs. Fisher, while she is ever sympathetic, does not close
1
her eyes to the narrowness and other drawbacks that are present
in village life. The Squirrel Cage (1912) spends much time and
1 energy protesting against the narrowness of one village's con-
ceptions. Bonfire (1933) is a "study of Vermont village folk
and the impact they make on one another's lives, some of them
2
' ruined by a woman villain."
I
I think it may be fairly said of Mrs. Fisher that she holds
I a complementary position to Zona Gale both of them equidistant
I
from the line of distinction between a "revolter" and a "non-
I
The American Novel (1789-1959)
.
p. 266.
J 2. Hatcher. Creating the Mod. Am. Novel, p. 100.
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in a world of home of children, and that the best atmosphere
for such a world is in the better kind of small town.
Tarkington, now going blind, is still writing at the age of
72. He has always written about "good-at-heart" people, a type
||
which he believes exists universally in the small town wherever '
you find it. An idea of the “niceness" that attackers of the It
l!
village have pounced on Tarkington for, can be suggested by the j
ii
knowledge that Sunday School boards recommend his stories for 'j
2
their "excellent studies of adolescence." Through all his
j
enormous output 41 novels and short stories, and 23 plays
|
i
Tarkington has never lost faith in the instinctive goodness of
the small town.
Ruth Suckow exemplifies Hartwick's idea of a "true inter-
N 3preter of the village. She has written three novels in the
third decade of this century that present small town life in its
more favorable aspects. Perhaps this is the side we should em-
phasize. It is commendable to wake people up, but to keep the
excitement at fever pitch is to place too disproportionate a
stress on faults which are not, after all, the whole picture.
Country People (1924) is considered by Hatcher to be Miss




2. Course 140-a, Int. Council Rel. Ed., Chicago, 111.
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of a Nice Girl , published in the following year. The former j
'I
book is the story of a family which saves carefully for the
|
i








tragedy. It never excites us, as the thrusts of Lewis might; j'
I
nor does it depress us as the hopelessness of Anderson might do^
The Odyssey of a Nice Girl (1925) delineates in the same
i
I
quiet style the trials of a simple German-American family in
[
I




in the family, a girl who has never had a chance against the
good, narrow life of the farm and village in which she lives.
Her family hinders her efforts at emancipation with well-in-
tentioned interference, and with all the other little battering
forces which can warp life in a small town. The "nice girl** is
kept in the town and made to live there, listlessly, as in a
barren pocket. Lewisohn claims that the book bears out his
j




. . . has that . . . sobriety and moderation and
humanity that is likely to mark the better kind of
naturalistic work. ... It raises a deep sense of
both the pathos and the value of human life and .
love
.
In her third novel. The Bonney Family (1926) and in still
a fourth. Our Polks (1934), Miss Suckow has become sharper and
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In spite of increased intensity, however, Miss Suckow seems not
j
to have joined any "side” in the controversy between Main Streeti
and Friendship Village. She has spied out the barren corners
in the lives of Iowan farm and village folk, and pictured it for^
i
us with frankness; but, although such subject matter often ne-
|
cessitates sobriety and homeliness of commonplace detail. Miss
Suckow never fails to raise her treatment above that which might
weary the reader. Her warm, human touch and quiet vitality are
ever present. Like Garland, she has shattered many of the false
mirrors which the more timid writers have held up to village
life, but above all, she has tried, and succeeded remarkably
well, to keep her perspective of the scene fair and in proper
proportion.
A few other writers on small-town life who might be just
briefly mentioned include George Frederic Hummel, another of
Lewlsohn’s "minor naturalists", whose Subsoil , the Chronicle of
a Village does not gild life in the village, but is large and
generous and noteworthy for its kindliness of detachment and
"unimpeded strength" our old friend, E. W. Howe, who in 1920
answered Spoon River Anthology with The Anthology of Another
Town which, while it tolerates the small-town pettiness to a
much greater degree than The Story of a Country Town did, never-
theless "gives no comfort to cherishers of the old idyllic im-
age" ; and Sherwood Anderson, whose point of view in his last-
1. Ibid., p. 516.
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published book. Home Town (1940) is seen to have mellowed and
broadened. He gives us a series of wise, unsentimental but
moving chapters extolling "the American Way,” which is a thing
that we readers of Winesburg . Ohio would never have suspected
him capable of changing to.
Conclusion
We have seen how the ancestry of Main Street threaded its
tortuous way through the eighteenth century, the nineteenth,
and what of its present generation we have seen in the twentieth
The Revolt from the Village was a feeble outbreak in the early
days, in the days when the conservative element in literature
was particularly strong; when the small town tradition held
writers in a strong grip, a grip that did not slacken during
the scattered attacks of revolters.
When our frontier here in Arneri car be came pretty well known,
and people were returning eastward sated with adventurey—the
first beginnings of revolt took on more definite and formidable
an aspect. The small town tradition still ruled, but the oppos-
ition party was growing stronger.
The Civil War sent the old tradition reeling backward some
more. Young writers began to voice aloud the disillusionment
that had found its expression heretofore in mere aurmurs of dis-
content. Then, the cities grew, wealth became more in evidence;
there was time now to question the romantic view of the frontier
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and of farm life. It was found that life in the country was fari
!
from the idyllic existence that it had been pictured to be.
Doubt swelled; critical young writers went Westward to see for
themselves; they came back to write of the barrenness that they
1
saw there-—not in land, but in minds and souls.
Still the reading public would not, or could not, believe
that such reports on the small town were true; or believing,
they chose not to do anything about it. And so, early revolt-
ists like Mark Twain, Edgar W. Howe, and Harold Frederic went
unheeded. The public wanted its reading sugar-coated, and
wrapped itself in absorption of ’’such vapid stuff as Aldrich’s
'Marjorie Daw*".
In 1915, Edgar Lee Masters sounded the first clear note of
the major rebel drive. Spoon River Anthology foreshadowed the
Revolt Proper that was to reach its peak five years later. A
contented, satisfied America was caught flatfooted. Its pet
tradition, the small town’s unassailable purity, crumbled like
the French Maginot Line. Powerful critics Joined the side of
the Insurgents, and helped to establish beyond doubt the exist-
ence of the deadly "village virus."
In the freedom that followed the breaking down of barriers
in the social as well as the literary field in America, many
authors were able to publish extremely naturalistic work. The
public could "take" anything by the time H. L. Mencken reached
the height of his power. The field was strewn with the literary
1. Lewisohn, Expression in America, p. 35.
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bodies of those who dared put up a fight for the small town*
They lost force and were forgotten in the ecstasy that followed
the triumphal procession through the literary field by Lewis,
Masters, Gale, and Anderson. These writers appeared ’’smarter";
j
they received all the plaudits. It was a sign of cleverness,
i|
I of sophistication to follow them in an attack upon everything
I
that was in the least bit vulnerable. Never mind. the possibil-
I ity of good points in the village. Let’s deal out the knockout
i punch. That was the cry of the large following that Lewis &
Co. mustered together in an attack on provincialism.
It seems now. In the 1940' s, that the Revolt from the Vil-
lage has spent its force. The general trend seems to be shift-
ing. It is always dangerous to call one's age the Age of Good
Sense, but enough of that quality seems to have crept into our
post-Depression thought to make us see that neither the defend-
ers of the village or the attackers of it, were wholly right.
There is truth in what both said about the village. I think we
are able to stomach the realization now that the small town has
its good as well as its bad side. Once upon a time, neither
side would concede an inch of ground to the other, and both
sides were extreme in their views.
Whether a reconciliation could have been brought about
without the savage conflict engaged in by the revolters and the
defenders is, of course, a matter of conjecture. I think most
of us believe that the Revolt was a good thing for our literat-
ure. Pattee is very likely right when he says that
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” rFundamentally all of them [accounts of small >
town life by Dreiser, Masters, Anderson, and Lewis]
were untrue to fact, or at least to facts. ||^heir
onesidedness wa^ like dwelling upon the horrors of
unsightly scaffolding and forgetting the growing
cathedral underneath, ^
but we can grant even that charge against the revoltars, and
still maintain that their work was beneficial in its effect.
On the other hand, we are glad, too, to see that the revolt has
not been permitted to remain at fever pitch; that a revaluation
,
of the small town seems to be ir^rogress. The report of Struth-
ers Burt that
I
. . . towns . . . are beginning to realize
the value and pleasure of being themselves ^
is an encouraging note. It was this aping of large cities that,
in a large measure, made the small town ridiculous at the be-
ginning of the century.
The brunt of the burden of re popularizing the small town
in literature seems to hftve fallen on the shoulders of two women
writers, Mrs. Fisher and Miss Suckow. The counteracting move-
ment in which they are Involved needs, to be successful, mas-
culine endorsement as well. Perhaps this will come soon; as
yet, the men in the country have made no contribution of import-
ance to the more sensible view of the controversy. We only hope
that when they do, it will not result again in onesidedness, as
it has in the past.
1. The New American Literature
, p. 332.
2^ "This Subtle Land", in Bssaya in Value , p. 226.
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"The Revolt from the Village" is the name we give to a
! mythical movement in American literature which marched against
the long-established tradition of the sacrosanct, unviolable
purity of the American small town. This small-town tradition
had been promulgated by the English and American authorship
alike in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: Oliver Gold-
smith, Mary Russell Mitford, and Mrs. Gaskell in England; and
Washington Irving, Sarah Orne Jewett, Henry James, William Dean
Howells, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, Jack London, Booth Tarkington,
Zona Gale, Margaret Deland, and Meredith Nicholson here in Amer-
j
ica. The point of view that these writers held toward the small;
I
town was a romantic one. To them, nothing that was connected
i
I
with village life could be bad. Or, if they did see anything
amiss in the village, they turned their gaze In another direct-
j
ion and did not write about it* '
I
Even as far back as Goldsmith, however, there were faint
!
signs of revolt against this tradition. George Crabbe, ani Eng-
i
lishman, wrote a particularly bitter poem against the village.
I In America, Mrs. Kirkland, Mark Twain, Edward Eggleston, Henry
Adams, William Allen White, Stephen Crane, E. W. Howe, Harold
Frederic, and Clarence Darrow gave increasing strength to the
side of the small-town attackers. The disillusionment that fol-
lowed the Civil War and the growth of industrial communities
were perhaps the factors that were most forceful in driving
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' these writers to a more realistic view of things in general, and'
the small town in particular. An age of questioning of the
j
i American way of life and its traditionally-accepted values took
i place in the latter half of the century. Immigration from mid-
|
ii
die Europe, the passing of our western frontier, voicings of
|
revolution from new lands, and the last of all, the new psychol-j
ogy, Preudianlsm these added fuel to the flames of realism,
and sent it flaring skyward.
Young writers who had been struggling unsuccessfully for
years became suddenly prominent when their writing about "real"
i
things became unbanned. A new school of criticism lent dignity
to the revolutionary movement. This new criticism was fostered
by H. L* Mencken, Van Wyck Brooks, Ludwig Lewisohn, Randolph
Bourne, and William Dean Howells, the last-named critic spread-
i
Ing his Influence over a long period .time even to the first
decade of the twentieth. century.
Once the way was blasted open, such writers as Theodore
Dreiser and Edgar Lee Masters reaped a rich harvest in the
field of literature. Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900) is general-
conceded to have started the revolt off; not that it is partic-
ularly an attack upon the small town, but it showed contempor-
ary writers that realism was about to have its turn in the favoi
of the reading public. Masters' Spoon River Anthology, pub-
lished in 1915, prepared the stage still further. The Anthology
was a book of poems supposed to have been written by persons
who had no further connection with this world, and who could.
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therefore, confess freely the sins they had committed ’’here'* and
also the injustices that they had suffered. Masters wrote
[
three novels that hear on the Revolt theme:, Mitch Miller (1920),
Skeeters Kirby (1923), and Kit 0*3rien (1927); and another anth-|
ology. The New Spoon River , published in 1924. His first Spoon
River , however, was all he needed to set off multiple other ex-
plosions, most of them coming before his novels. Zona Gale, in
j
1918, published Birth , an indictment of the small,, town* s cruel
indifference to an outsider who comes to live there. Two more
j
novels by Mies Gale followed in 1920 and in 1923 Miss Lulu
|
Bett and Faint Perfume which show us the plight of the “poor '
relation" who falls among tyrannous kin in a small town. In
|
1919, Sherwood Anderson published Winesburg . Ohio , his picture
|
of the repression that is rampant in a small town. Of these
!
novels being mentioned, the influence of Freud is strongest on
Winesburg. Triumph of the Egg^ (1921) .by the same author, is
said to be in a similar vein of revolt against the stifling at-
mosphere of the village.
The peak of the revolt is reached with the publication of
Sinclair Lewis' Main Street in 1920. This book lays heavy
stress upon the dullness of the small town, and upon its pre-
tensions to culture. The combination of timeliness and accurate
portrayal of detail made Main.Street the most Important and most
widely known book of the revolt. Babbitt (1922), by the same
author, is a kind of sequel to Main Street , showing that the
dullness and stupidity that the author found in the American
.ae
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small town was also present in the cities.
After Lewis, the revolt was carried on, though with less
power, by Homer Croy, Roger Sergei, and Carl Van Vechten. The
balance of talent -seems to have passed since from the ranks of
the insurgents to the forces of counteraction, represented by
three women novelists, Margaret Deland, Dorothy Canfield Fisher,
and Ruth Suckow; novelist Booth Tarkington, and poet Vachel
Lindsay, The three women have done more to re-establish the in-
tegrity of the village in literature, their attitude being,
briefly, that although the town has undeniable faults, it also
has its good points, which, in most cases, outweigh the bad.
The conclusion that we have drawn from this study seems to
coincide mostly with the view taken by the counter-attackers,
with this possible exception: that we maintain that the revolt
staged by Lewis k Company was highly beneficial and necessary to
the revitalization of American literature. It needed something
shocking, and the revolters supplied the ammunition for the ex-
plosion. The present trend seems to be away from the revoltlst
attitude toward a more conciliatory point of view in regard to
the small town. In fact, real estate agencies habitually report
that the demand now is for homes outside the city limits, or at
least in the quiet of the suburbs. Am62*ica is probably not
going back to the soil, although many think so; but it is recon-
sidering the hasty rejection of the small town that it made just
after the World War.
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Suckow, Ruth, Country People
.
A. A. Knopf, N. Y. (1924).
The Odyssey of a Nice Girl , A. A. Knopf, N. Y. (1925).
The Bonney Family. A. A. Knopf, N. Y. (1928).
Tarklngton, Booth, The Gentleman from Indiana , Doubleday,
Page & Co., N. Y. (1924 ed.).
White, William A., In Our Town . Macmillan Go., N. Y. (1925 ed.).
Collections
Ameri can Authors , 1600-1900 . ed. by Kunstz & Haycroft,
H. W. Wilson Co., N. Y. (1938).




Shepard Sc Wood ed.,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston et al. (1934).
Essays in Value
,
ed. I. H. Whits et al., D. Appleton-Century
Co., Inc., London & N. Y. (1938).
American Poetry and Prose , ed. Norman Foerster, Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston et al., (1934).
Library of the World’s Best Literature , ed. C. D. Warner,
R.S. Peal & J.A. Hill pub., N. Y., Vol.l4 (1897).
Living Authors , ed. S. J. Kunitz, H. W. Wilson Co., N.Y. (1933).
Modern American Poetry, ed. L. Untermeyer, Harcourt Brace
Sc Co., N. Y*, 5th rev. ed. (1936).
Pocket Book of Short Stories
.
The, ed. M. S. Speare,
Pocket Books Inc., N. Y. (1941).
Reader’s Digest of Books , ed. H. R. Keller, The Macmillan Co.,
N. Y. (1929).
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Periodicals
Anonymous, “Booth Tarkington, etc.“, The Boston Herald .
Feb. 16, '41.
De Voto, Bernard A., “Main Street Twenty Years After,"
Harper* s « Nov. '40.




Hecht, Ben, ”Go, Scholar-Gipsy," The Boston Globe .
March 13, '41.
Lewis, Sinclair, “Main Street's Been Paved!" The Nation
.
Sept. '24.
Mumford, Lewis, "The America of Sinclair Lewis," Current
History. Jan. '31.
Suckow, Ruth, "Iowa," The American Mercury. Sept. *26.
Wann, Louis, '"The Revolt from the Village’ in American




Beach, Jos. W., The Outlook for American Prose
.
The University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111. (1926).
Boyd, Ernest A., Portraits
.
Geo. H. Doran Co., N. Y. (1924).
Boynton, Percy H., More Contemporary Ameri cans. The Univ. of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 111. (1927).
The Challenge of Modern Criticism, Thos. S. Rockwell Co.,
Chicago, 111. (1931)
.
Brooks, Van Wyck, America's Coming of Age . Viking Press,
N. Y. (1930 ed.).
Three Essays on America
.
E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., N.Y. (19^4)
Sketches in Criticism
.
E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., N.Y. (1937
New England; Indian Summer . E. P. Dutton 3c Co., Inc.,
N. Y. ri940).
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Calverton, V. The Liberation of American Literature ,
ChaB. Scribner's Sons, N. Y. (1932)
•
Canby, Henry 3., Seven Years Harvest . Farrar, N. Y. (1936).
Foerster, Norman, Towards Standards
.
Farrar & Rinehart, Inc.,
N. Y. Cl930)
.
Hartwick, Harry, The Foreground of American Fiction
.
American
Book Co., N. et al. (1934)
.
Hatcher, Harlan, Creating the Modern American Novel
.
Farrar
& Rinehart, Inc., on Murray Hill, N. Y. (1935).
Lewisohn, Ludwig, Expression in America . Harper & Bros.,
N. Y. and London (1932 )
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A. A. Knopf, N. Y. (1919).
Farrington, V. L.
,
Main Currents in American Thought . Vol. 3,
Harcourt, Brace & Co., N. Y^ ( 1930)
.
Pattee, Fred L., The New American Literature . The Century Co.,
N. Y. (5c London (1930).
Quinn, Arthur H., American Fiction . D. Appleton-Century Co.,
Inc., N. Y. (5c London (1936).
Smith, Bernard, Forces in American Criticism, Harcourt, Brace
(5c Co., N. Y. (1939).
Van Doren, Carl, The American Novel





Contemporary American Novelists. 1900-1920 , The Macmillan
Co., N. Y. (1922).
Wendell, Barrett, A Literary History of America . Chas.
Scribner's Sons, N. Y*I (1928)
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